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Ford expected to fill coaching vacancy at UMass
BY BOB FLYNN

News writer

There is no greater stage
than the NCAA Tournament for
basketball players to get national exposure. The same is true
for basketball coaches.
Eastern's first trip to the
tournament in 26 years was a
great opportunity for Eastern's
players and head Coach Travis
Ford to showcase their talent
for a national audience.
Less than a week after
Eastern's loss to the University
of Kentucky in the first round,
another university is already
pursuing Ford to fill its vacant
coaching position.
"We have been contacted by
another institution about Coach
Ford." said Jake Bell, interim
athletic director. "We're pleased

with the job
he has done
and hope he
remains with
us here at
EKU."
Although
Bell
did
not identify
the school.
Travis Ford
W LEX-TV
in I.exinglon
reported
on Tuesday the University of
Massachusetts had contacted
Ford.
The Boston Globe quoted
sources at UMass and Eastern
saying Ford could close a deal
this week, but he has told
UMass officials he wants time
to see how the coaching landscape changes.
The UMass officials indicat-

Book-list battle
with campus store
frustrates SGA
Assistant news editor

Imagine being able to
access the book list for your
classes online, giving you
more options on where you
spend your money when it
conies time to buy books for
the semester.
The Student Government
Association wants to make
this fantasy a reality, but has
encountered many roadblocks
due to the contract Eastern
has with Barnes and Noble.
the campus bookstore operator.
"I think it's a good idea,"
said Robert Halsell, a freshman aviation major. "If it's
online, we can just print it out
and keep everything simple."
SGA President Lance
Melching said the university contract with Barnes and
Noble requires the bookstore
to compile a list of books for all
the classes at Eastern, but the
bookstore is not required to
release the list or any changes
made to the list.
"It is a matter of public
record." said Lisa Crowe, the
campus bookstore manager
who was hired at the beginning of the semester. "We are
not restricting information."
Halsell thinks students
should be able to get the booklist information.
"We are the ones trying to
get books," he said. "It doesn't
make much sense why they
would hold the information.
It's kind of selfish on Barnes
and Noble's part."
Becky Coyle, manager of
University Book and Supply,
the off-campus bookstore, said
the Barnes and Noble contract should not limit who has
access to the information.
"We try to make sure we

ed that, if everything wonu-d
out. an offer could be made to
Ford in the next few days.
"I talked to them, and we
had a good discussion, and I'm
just waiting to see what happens," Ford told the Globe. "I'm
waiting to see what happens in
a lot of places."
One of the places Ford was
rumored to be waiting on was
the University of Tennessee,
which fired Coach Buzz
Peterson last week.
UT officials told the (ilobe
that University of North
Carolina Charlotte Coach
Bobby Lute was the front-runner to replace Peterson.
F'ord met Tuesday afternoon
with the people that would be
most affected by his departure:
I he Colonel players and assistant coaches

"Coach told us not to listen
to or believe all the rumors that
have him going to all kinds of
places," point guard Matt Witt
said. "He told us we would be
the first to know. He will lei the
team know first if he makes a
decision."
Witt said he had mixed emotions about the possibility of
F'ord leaving Eastern.
"I've been here three years,
I'm a senior and he recruited
me, so obviously I would love to
see him stay, but I know coaching is a profession like anything
else and it is a great opportunity for him." Witt said. "He's
taught me a lot. I can call him
in the middle of the night or
any time I have a problem. I'm
really close to him so of course
I would like for him to stay."
University President Joanne

Glasser echoed Witt's fillings
"I have enjoyed tremendously the opportunity to
work with Coach Ford these
paM few years and have been
pleased with the progress thai
has been made to rebuild the

program and restore pride in

Colonel basketball." Glasser
said. "While I am not at all surprised that oilier schools have
shown interest in such a talented young coach. 1 look forward to continuing to work with
Coach Ford as we move our
men's basketball program and
the university to even greater

heights of excellence."
No official announcement
has come from UMass. but
Wednesday's Springfield Union
News & Republican said three
separate sources reported Ford
was in Amherst Tuesday to

meet with I 'Mass officials.
Before tin- search began,
1 Mass Athletic Director John

McCutcheon said the search
would probably end with the
likely choice being brought in
campus to close the deal, the
paper reported
Ford came to Eastern in

2000 after three seasons ;ii
Campbellsville University.

Alter winning seven game- in
each of his first two years, the
Colonels record improved to
11-17 in 2003 and II 15 last sea
son.
I liis season the Colonels
won a school-record 22 games
and the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament title, their first
since 1979.
Reach Hob at
bobby flynn2weku.edu

STAND-UP CROWD

have all adoptions correct and
have all adoptions and changes," Coyle said. "(Barnes and
Noble) thinks the information
is theirs because it is providing
the forms to professors so they
can make an adoption."
Adoptions are made each
semester by professors to
establish what books will be
used for their classes.
"We collect the information through hard work and
research," Crowe said. "We're
not merely getting information, but also researching to
make sure the book titles (and
book numbers) ... are correct."
Coyle said the staff at UBS
is not allowed to call or e-mail
professors about what text
books they plan on using in
their classes.
UBS only sends e-mails to
professors clarifying or urging

the resubmission of professors'
textbook changes through the
proper channels. Coyle said.
One of the major problems
with providing the book-list
information would be the continuous updates to the list.
Melching said. Hie list encompasses all the books for all the
classes held at Fastern.
The way University Book
and Supply does this is that
they have to submit an open
records request to the university every day," he said. "We're
going to have to figure mil if
SGA will follow the same route
and if we have the man power
to do this,"
UBS has to submit an open
records request to the university each day in order to pick
up the updated lists. But sometimes adoptions to the list "slip
through the cracks." Coyle
said.
"Human error causes mis-

Ryan Noble. Drew Ekberg, Jake Fromholt, Charlie Hunter. Brad
Hansman and Brent Fuller made the trip to Indianapolis to cheer

Marcie McDowell/Progress
on the Colonels during Thursday's game against the University
of Kentucky during the first round of the NCAA tournament

Fans make trip to Indy to support team
BY MEGAN HANSEN

Managing editor

The RCA Dome in
Indianapolis sat nearly empty
two hours before Thursday's
tip-off between Eastern and
the University of Kentucky.
Television crews, newspaper
reporters and photographers
were beginning to file in to
find their spot for the game.
The doors of the dome
were opened to the public
an hour and a half before the
game was scheduled to start,
but very few fans had found

their seats in the dome when
the Eastern men's basketball
team made its way opt on to
the floor.
The team was not out on
the court to begin warming
up. the players were out there
to get a chance to soak up the
atmosphere of being in the
NCAA Tournament.
Several players sat on the
bench and looked around the
enormous dome while others
took the opportunity to visit
with their families and take
pictures.
This is 40 minutes to last

a lifetime," said senior forward Michael Haney after the

game.

It's a once in a lifetime
opportunity and the players
know it, University President
Joanne Glasser said
Glasser had made her way
into the dome before any
other Eastern supporter had
arrived. She traveled from tin
team hotel to the dome with
the team and talked about the
atmosphere on the trip over.
They are so excited." she
said. "They can't wait to get
out here and play."

dlasser said there was
more to be proud of than just
making the NCAA tournament
"These guys aren't just
great basketball players,
they are truly great gentlemen." Glasser said. "I am so
proud of the way liny pie-cut themselves and represent
Eastern."
After soaking up the atmosphere, the team headed back
to the locker room lo get

ready for the game against
UK.
See BASKETBALL, A5

See BOOKSTORE, A3

Students, faculty speak out against sexual abuse Funding cuts could end
Police Corps program

BY KASEY DQYLE

News editor

"Two. four, six, eight, no
more violence, no more hate,"
could be heard around campus Tuesday night as students
battled the rainy weather to
march against domestic violence and rape at Eastern's
Take Back the Night.
Around 75 students participated in the event, many carrying colorful posters protesting sexual assault. The posters
read phrases like "Submission
does not - permission."
The march was fun," said
Belinda Hannah, a senior psychology major from Paintsville.
"It is an incredibly important
thing to speak out against
domestic violence."
Students marched from the
Ravine down University Drive,
then turned onto Crabbe Street
and marched down Lancaster
Avenue, circling back to the
Ravine where more events
took place.
Red. blue and yellow Tshirts were strung across
the Ravine with sayings like
"It wasn't a marriage, it was
a crime scene," "Help us say
N-O!" and "Speak up! If not for
you — for the next person."

The march ended with a
concert by Thaddeus and the
Refugees in the Ravine.
To end the event, men and
women shared stories of rape
and abuse as part of the speak
out portion of the night.
Students and faculty shared
personal stories with the audience about their own personal
struggles dealing with sexual
abuse.
With tears and encouragement from their peers, each
opened up to help educate people about sexual violence.
One woman spoke out
about being raped and encouraged others to speak out as
well.
The pain will go away and
the nightmares will stop." she
said as she struggled to hold
back tears.
One man discussed the consequences sexual violence can
have on men.
"It is not easy to stand up
here and talk about something
as private ... as sexual assault,"
In- said. '
Jennifer Thomas, president
of life women's activist group,
said she thought Take Back
Marcie McDowell/Progress
the Night went exceptionally Angie Aaron, the crisis counselor for the Bluegrass Rape Crisis
well.
See MARCH, A3

Center, leads the Take Back the Night march on Tuesday Aaron
chants through the megaphone to the crowd following her.

Editor

Future criminal justice graduates could miss their chance
at joining a program that pay-;
back college debt while providing additional training to police

officers after graduation.
Kentucky's Police Corps,
a sub unit of Kentucky's
Department of Criminal Justice
Training program, would lose
all funding if Congress passes
President Bush's Fiscal 2006
budget.
"We're concerned about
the future of the program."
said John I He, director of
Kentucky's Police Corps, which
is housed on Eastern'-- campus.
"If we lose the program, we are
not going to be able to help
the students interested in law

enforcement."
Tile program, which began
in 1999, takes college graduates
and gives them 1,290 additional
hours nl training in areas like
ethics, leadership, use ol force,
mountain biking and Spanish.
Lile said the highlight ol the
Spanish immersion program is
when officers S|X'il(l two weeks
with a host family in Mexico.

"It speeds up their abilit) to
s|K'ak the language," 1 ile said,
The program also oilers a
$15,000 tuition reimbursement.
In-added.
The purpose is to attract
highly qualified and educated
officers into hi* enforcement,"
lile said
In return, the officers are
required to work four years in
.1 small or medium-sized local
police or sheriff's department
"Police Corps has been .i
real opportunity lor college
students because ii basically
guarantees llieni a job lor lour
years." said Carole Garrison,
chaii "i Easlei n's criminal justice and police studies depart
nient.
she added the program also
puts "more educated cops mi
tin- street "
"The problem is (Police
Corps) competes with
America's fears right now
with security." Garrison said.
"Homeland security is really
pushing everything else ofl the
map."
(larrison said because Police
Corps is new, the ■ ffectiveness
of the program can't be deter
See POLICE, \:t
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What the profs focus on regional diversity
Held?!

BXJJBITTNEY HAYNES_

Just a note

Studio editor

With
Cindy Held

Leprechaun myth
ruins St. Patty's Day

During the academic year. Kastern
has focused on promoting diversity
through the C'haulauqua Lectures
series.
The lecture tonight will focus on
the diversity in Appalachia.
Eastern Knglish professors Frank
X Walker and Silas House will present. "Affrilachian Aesthetics."
Walker helped title the lecture.
He said he got the idea from a
writing group he belonged to. which
adopted the term as a way to describe
anyone from the Appalachian region
who was not white..
The term originally referred to
blacks in Appalachia. he said.
The lecture will be a mix of speaking and reading.

Welcome back everyone. 1 hope
you all had a fun or at least relaxing
Spring Break.
As you all probably know, today is
St. Patrick's Day. and. if you*re lucky,
you might see a leprechaun.
()l course, leprechauns are said
to be mythical figures, but ever since
kindergarten I have been upset by
the fact that I never saw one and
therefore was never bestowed with
good luck and a pot of gold.
Let me explain: On St. Patrick's
Day in kindergarten, we went on a
leprechaun hunt because our teachers said there were a few lurking around the school. Imagine my
excitement.
If a grown-up. and a teacher none- BY BRITTNEY HAYNES
theless, was telling us leprechauns Studio editor
were real, they must be.
So. we went outside where we
NBC has perfected the art of mixing
stopped at some bushes.
Our teacher hunkered down and business with reality television will) the
whispered to us. "Look, there's an old hit show "The Apprentice." Now MTV
lady leprechaun rocking in her chair." takes its chances by showcasing the
I totally believed her. but was workplace with the premiere of PoweR
extremely upset when I couldn't see (.iris.
[Tie show is about life at Lizzie
it.
All the other kids said they could Grubman's New York City public relaBee her, so I figured something was tions (inn for (irubman and four of her
employees.
wrong with me.
(irubman is a publicist who reprelater in life I came to realize
grown-ups will say anything to try to sents many different clients, including
nightclubs, restaurants, celebrities and
entertain kids.
Some children can use their imagi- o>nx>rations.
Rachel has worked for (irubman the
nation, like those in my class, but
there are also those kids like me who longest of the four women. She likes
learn to be skeptics at an early age.
public relations because of the events
Obviously, this episode has impact- she is able to go lo like night-club opened me because I still remember it 16 ings and fashion shows, she said on the
show. Rachel also works part time as a
years later.
Needless to say. St. Patty's Day cocktail waitress because when starting
isn't my favorite holiday. And until out public relations does not pay a loL
Kelly works at Grubman's firm part
1 Bee that slinking leprechaun, I'll
time. She also works with Rachel as a
always wonder.
cocktail waitress and is a model and
actress.
Reach Cindy at
"I think Kelly could be a great pubcynthiajield'iieku. edu

"Affrilachian Aesthetics" will be
at 7:30 tonight in the Student
Services Building Auditorium.

Walker will probably read
poems about diversity issues in the
Appalachian region, he said.
He will locus on what blacks
and the Appalachian community have in common, Walker said.
Walker will not focus on
the Eastern Kentucky region
of Appalachia. but rather all of
Appalachia.
House will speak about writers

having a sense of place.
"In literature writers are known for
having a sense of place." House said.
"Appalachian writers are even more
known for this."
Appalachia is misunderstood.
House said. He tries to show
Appalachia for what it is in his writing, he said.
"Anytime that you have to defend
where you are from, you tend to love
it more." House said.
House grew up in Laurel and Leslie
counties in Eastern Kentucky.
Writers tend to write about
the things they know best. House
said. That is why he writes about
Appalachia, he said.
Walker became interested in
Appalachia while attending the
University of Kentucky.
The values of Appalachia reminded

Eastern English
professor Frank
X Walker.

Eastern English
professor Silas
House.

Walker of the values of his family, he
said.
Students should have a better
sense of the culture Eastern is in even
if they don't want to write. House said.
Reach Brittney at
brittney Jiaynes I @eku. edu

Un-PoweRful premiere for PR reality show
licist." (irubman said on the show. "Si outfit an hour before she had to be at
she needs to decide if she wants to rep- the club.
Also during the episode. Kelly,
resent celebrities or be one herself."
Millie is the diva of the group, but an employee of Grubman's but not a
she is literally a princess. Her father power girl, is in charge of coordinating
is the chief of an African tribe. On the a press event for Ja Rule at the opening
show, she referred to him as her per- of a Bally Total Fitness in Philadelphia.
She has her own problems when Ja
sonal ATM machine.
Ali looks more like the girl next Rule's record label fails to provide phodoor. She grew up in New Jersey and tographs for him to autograph. Here is
attended Cornell University. Grubman the lesson of the first show: Don't lose
described her as ambitious.
your cool in public relations.
In the first episode, the women are
She improvises on short notice by
planning the opening nighti of Ruby
having
h
him sign Frisbees and
Falls night club.
beach balls.
Rachel is put in charge
The series is meant
of planning the event so
to show people that life
Grubman can see if she
in public relations is not
can handle the pressure J
always glamorous and that
»^t
it takes
I
and manage the other
a lot of work, both of
girls.
The Studio which are true.
The guest list
However, the show does not
ends up being very
portray this very well. The first
disorganized and
episode does end up being about
causes headaches
getting all dolled up and going to work,
at the opening for the
and basically standing around checking
women.
names off lists.
The girls whine most of the time
The list probably would have been
more organized if Rachel had been in because they don't like a co-worker
the office, as she told (irubman she telling them what to do, even when that
was. instead of out shopping for a new co-worker was put in charge.

The show will probably not be the
next Newlyweds for MTV because the
general public does not understand
what public relations really is about.
The show may become semi-popular because it is five pretty girls going
to parties and having cat fights, but
it won't be very popular because it is
about public relations.
The show only helps to further the
stereotype that public relations is about
going to parties and schmoozing with
the rich and famous.
In the real world it is a profession
that takes hard work and good written
and oral communication skills rather
than being pretty and knowing how to
have a good time.
I give PoweR Girls two out of five
palettes.

4*

Reach Brittney at
brittney_haynesl@eku.edu
'Brittney is a Junior public relations
major and is the president of Eastern's
chapter of the Public Relations Student
Society of America.
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HELP
WANTED

J

Marketing research firm
seeks students, contract
basis/part-time field work.
Duties include: In-person
surveys, phone surveys. $10
per hour.
859-543-8731 ext. 205.

HELP
WANTED

3

Lancaster, KY 40444.
Work available immediately.
859-792-4075 EOE.
Embassy Suites Hotel is
looking for energetic,
hard-working people with
a flexible schedule.
We now have openings for
Front Desk Agents
Restaurant Servers
If interested, please apply
in person at:
1801 Newtown Pike.
Lexington, KY 40511.
859-45.5-5000.

HELP
WANTED

J

c

HELP
WANTED

)

c

PERSONAL

3

C

LexingtonMojo.com
Tne digital handprint on the
Bum of the city.
LexingtonMojo.com
»sr

Creating solutions, changing lives.

Construction Workers:
General contractor specializing in Bridges needs operators, carpenters, laborers,
foremen. Most projects w/
in 200 mile radius of Lexington, must have dependable
transportation & be ready to
travel. Apply in person to:
439 Kemper Lane,

C

SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Looking for the best
summer of your life?
Easter Seals Virginia can
help you find it. We are
committed to helping
people with disabilities
gain greater independence. Join our dedicated
team this summer at Camp
Easter Seals Virginia
in Craig County.
We have job openings
for camp counselors and
program leaders (aquatics.
horseback riding, music.
nature, sports and more).
Room, board and salary
provided. For information.
contact Deborah Duerk at
dduerk@va.easterseals.com
or at (540)864-5750. Visit
our website to learn how
you can make a difference.
www.va.easterseals.com

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free (yes, frse)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group. Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

Retired Gentleman new to
Richmond. Desires to meet
mature lady for friend. I'm
divorced, white, 5'10" 180
lbs. Mustache and broadminded. Please phone
625-5626.

PART-TIME JOBS,
FULL-TIME BENEFITS!

UPS OPEN HOUSE

FOR SALE

3

95 Crown Victoria, Police
Pkg. EXCELLENT condition. Automatic, air, cruise,
power windows & locks.
Very clean.
Call: 859-626-5960
Cell: 859-626-2161
$2850.00

— Classified Advertising

Saturday, 3/19 • 10am 3pm
UPS Lexington Facility

-,

IMOMMOMM
Register to win a S100 gift certificate
with i valid student ID.

I 01 - 10 words

$4.00 I

Free tood b dunks'!'
fours b interviews will be conducted during the Open House.

11 -20 words

$8.00

PART-TIME PACKAGE HANDLERS

21-30 words

$12.00

31-40 words

$16.00

I 41-50 words

$20.00

' S8 50/hr, with increases ol SOC alter 90 days 6 SOC at one year
- Benefits (Health. 401K b Paid Vacations)
• Weekly Paychecks ■ Weekends 6 Holidays Off
• Consistent Work Schedule
• 3-1/2 to 5 Hi Shifts all shifts available
■ Night Soit tuition leimbuisement plan Gel up to S2,000/yi

RUN DATE(S) OF Al):
(Thursdays)

'J

AD COPY {please PRINT clearly):

Also Hieing...

SEASONAL F/T PACKAGE CAR DRIVERS
If unable to attend, apply on-line at.

www.upsjobs.com

110)

Equal Opportunity Employer

f~
V

HELP
WANTED

~^
J

Ballroom dance instructors needed. No experience
necessary. Training class
begins April 1st. Call 859266-3966 to schedule an
interview.

c

FOR RENT

3

Lancaster Ave. Apartments.
1 Block from EKU. Student
Leases available. Spacious 2
Bedroom Townhouses. Up
to 2 1/2 baths, W/D hookup and covered decks. All
Utilities Paid. 625-5757.
4 Bedroom Townhouse. All
appliances. Includes washer
and dryer.
Call 859-626-1312.

PROVIDE THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION FOR PROGRESS USE ONLY

I Al) PLACED BY
I ADDRESS —
I PHONE

, TOTAL COST S
PAYMENT METHOD

* Classified Ads must be prepaid. Cask, checks. Visa & Mastercard
accepted. Deadline for submittal is 12:00 PM on Mondays.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
117 Donovan Annex Richmond. KY 40475
Phone: 859.622.1881 Fax:859-622.2354 E-mail: proKrcss@cku.edu

'The Eastern Progress is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.
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Ford expected to fill coaching vacancy at UMass
BY BOB FLYNN

with the job
he has done
and hope he
remains with
us here at

:

News writer

There is no greater stage
than the NCAA Tournament for
basketball players to get national exposure. The same is true
for basketball coaches.
Eastern's first trip to the
tournament in 2t> years was a
great opportunity for Eastern's
players and head Coach Travis
Ford to showcase their talent
for« national audience.
Less than a week after
Eastern's loss to the University
of Kentucky in the first round,
another university is already
pursuing Ford to fill its vacant
loathing position.
"We have been contacted by
another institution about Coach
Ford." said Jake Bell, interim
athletic director. "We're pleased

EKU."
Although
Bell
did
not identify

the school.
Travis Ford

WLEX-TV
in Lexington
reported

on Tuesday the University of
Massachusetts had contacted

Ford.
The Boston Globe quoted
sources at UMass and Eastern
saying Ford could close a.deal
this week, but he has told
UMass officials he wants time
to see how the coaching landscape change--.
The UMass officials indicat-

Book-list battle
with campus store
frustrates SGA
BY MEGAN JONES

Assistant news editor

Imagine being able to
access the book list for your
classes online, giving you
more options on where you
spend your money when it
comes time to buy books for
the semester.
The Student Government
Association wants to make
this fantasy a reality, but has
encountered many roadblocks
due to the contract F.astern
has with Barnes and Noble,
the campus bookstore operator.
"I think it's a good idea,"
said Robert Halsell, a freshman aviation major. "If il's
online, we can just print it out
and keep everything simple."
SGA President Lance
Melching said the university contract with Barnes and
Noble requires the bookstore
to compile a list of books for all
the classes at Fastern. but the
bookstore is not required to
release the list or any changes
made to the list.
"It is a matter of public
record." said Lisa Crowe, the
campus bookstore manager
who was hired at the beginning of the semester. "We are
not restricting information."
Halsell thinks students
should be able to get the booklist information.
"We are the ones trying to
get books." he said. "It doesn't
make much sense why they
would hold the information.
It's kind of selfish on Barnes
and Noble's part."
Becky Coyle. manager of
University Book and Supply,
the off-campus bookstore, said
the Barnes and Noble contract should not limit who has
access to the information.
"We try to make sure we

have all adoptions correct and
have all adoptions and changes." Coyle said. "(Barnes and
Noble) thinks the information
is theirs because it is providing
the forms to professors so they
can make an adoption."
Adoptions are made each
semester by professors to
establish what books will be
used for their classes.
"We collect the information through hard work and
research," Crowe said. "We're
not merely getting information, but also researching to
make sure the book titles (and
book numbers) ... are correct."
Coyle said the staff at UBS
is not allowed to call or e-mail
professors about what text
books they plan on using in
their classes.
UBS only sends e-mails to
professors clarifying or urging
the resubmission of professors'
textbook changes through the
proper channels, Coyle said.
One of the major problems
with providing the book-list
information would be the continuous updates to the list.
Melching said. The list encompasses all the books for all the
classes held at Fastern.
"The way University Book
and Supply does this is that
they have to submit an open
records request to the university every day." he said. "We're
going to have to figure out if
SGA will follow the same route
and if we have the man power
to do this."
UBS has to submit an open
records request to the university each day in order to pick
up the updated lists. But sometimes adoptions to the list "slip
through the cracks." Coyle
said.
"Human error causes mis-

ed that, if everything worked
out. an offer could be made to
Ford in the next few days.
"I talked to them, and we
had a good discussion, and I'm
just waiting to see what happens," Ford told the Globe. "I'm
waiting to see what happens in
a lot of places."
One of the places Ford was
rumored to be waiting on was
the University of Tennessee,
which fired Coach Buzz
Peterson last week.
UT officials told the (ilobe
that University of North
Carolina Charlotte Coach
Bobby Lutz was the front-runner to replace Peterson.
Ford met Tuesday afternoon
with the people that would be
most affected by his departure:
the Colonel players and assistant coaches.

"Coach told us not to listen
to or believe all the rumors that
have him going to all kinds of
places," point guard Matt Witt
said. "He told us we would be
the first to know. He will let the
team know first if he makes a
decision."
Witt said he had mixed emotions about the possibility of
Ford leaving Fastern.
"I've been here three years.
I'm a senior and he recruited
me. so obviously I would love to
see him stay, but I know coaching is a profession like anything
else and it is a great opportunity for him." Witt said. "He's
taught me a lot. I can call him
in the middle of the night or
any time I have a problem. I'm
really close to him so of course
I would like for him to stay."
University President Joanne

Glasser echoed Wilt's feelings.
"I have enjoyed tremendously the opportunity hi
work with Coach Ford these
past lew years and have been
pleased with the progress thai
has been made to rebuild the
program and restore pride in
Colonel basketball." Cilasser
said. "While I am no) at all surprised that other schools have
shown interest in such a talented young coach, I look forward to continuing to work with
Coach Lord as we move our
men's basketball program and
the university to even greater
heights of excellence."
No official announcement
has come from UMass. but
Wednesday's Springfield UnionNews & Republican said three
separate sources reported lord
was in Amherst Tuesday to

meet with I Mass officials.
Before the search "began.
I Mass Athletic Director John
McCutcheon said the search
would probably end with the
likely choice being brought to
campus io close the Heal, the

paper reported.
Ford came to Eastern in
2000 alter three seasons al
Campbellsville University,
Alter winning seven games in
each ol his first two years, tlnC'olonels record improved to
11-17 in 2003 and 14-15 last sea
son.
Phis season the Colonels
won a school-record '-'- games
and the ()hio Valley Conference
Tournament title, their first
since 1979.
Reach Hub at
bobby flynn2@eku.edu

STAND-UP CROWD

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Ryan Noble. Drew Ekberg, Jake Fromholt, Charlie Hunter, Brad
Hansman and Brent Fuller made the trip to Indianapolis to cheer

on the Colonels during Thursday's game against the University
of Kentucky during the first round of the NCAA tournament

Fans make trip to Indy to support team
BY MEGAN HANSEN
Managing editor

The RCA Dome in
Indianapolis sat nearly empty
two hours before Thursday's
tip-off between Eastern and
the University of Kentucky.
Television crews, newspaper
reporters and photographers
were beginning to file in to
find their spot for the game.
The doors of the dome
were opened to the public
an hour and a half before the
game was scheduled to start,
but very few fans had found

their seats in the dome when
the F.astern men's basketball
team made its way out on to
the floor.
The team was not out on
the court to begin warming
up. the players were out there
to get a chance to soak up the
atmosphere of being in the
NCAA Tournament.
Several players sat on the
bench and looked around the
enormous dome while others
took the opportunity to visit
with their families and lake
pictures.
This is 40 minutes to last

a lifetime." said senior forward Michael Haney after the
game.
It's a once in a lifetime,
opportunity and the players
know it. University President
Joanne (ilasser said.
Glasser had made her way
into the dome before any
other Fastern supporter had
arrived. She traveled from the
team hotel to the dome with
the team and talked aboul the
atmosphere on the trip over.
They are so excited," she
said. "They can't wait to get
out here and play."

Glasser said there was
more to be proud of than just
making the NCAA tournament.
"These guys aren't just
great basketball players.
they are truly great gentlemen." (ilasser said. "I am so
proud of the way they present themselves and represent

Eastern."
After soaking up the atmosphere, th«' team headed back
to the locker room lo get
rcadv for the game, against
IK
See BASKFTBAI.l., AS

See BOOKSTORE, A3

Students, faculty speak out against sexual abuse Funding cuts could end
Police Corps program

BY KASEY DOYLE
News editor

"Two. four, six. eight, no
more violence, no more hate,"
could be heard around campus Tuesday night as students
battled the rainy weather to
march against domestic violence and rape at F'astern's
Take Back the Night.
Around 75 students participated in the event, many carrying colorful posters protesting sexual assault. The posters
read phrases like "Submission
does not - permission."
"The march was fun," said
Belinda Hannah, a senior psychology major from Paintsville.
"It is an incredibly important
thing to speak out against
domestic violence."
Students marched from the
Ravine down University Drive,
then turned onto Crabbe Street
and marched down Iancaster
Avenue, circling back to the
Ravine where more events
look place.
Red, blue and yellow Tshirts were strung across
the Ravine with sayings like
"It wasn't a marriage, it was
a crime scene." "Help us say
NO!" and "Speak up! If not for
you — for the next person."

The march ended with a
concert by Thaddeus and the
Refugees in the Ravine.
To end the event, men and
women shared stories of rape
and abuse as part of the speak
out portion of the night.
Students and faculty shared
personal stories with the audience about their own personal
struggles dealing with sexual
abuse.
With tears and encouragement from their peers, each
opened up to help educate people about sexual violence.
One woman spoke out
about being raped and encouraged others to speak out as
well.
"The pain will go away and
the nightmares will stop." she
said as she struggled to hold
back tears.
One man discussed the consequences sexual violence can
have on men.
"It is not easy to stand up
here and talk about something
as private ... as sexual assault."
he said.
Jennifer Thomas, president
of the women's activist group,
said she thought Take Back
the Night went exceptionally
well.

See MARCH, A3

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Angie Aaron, the crisis counselor for the Bluegrass Rape Crisis
Center, leads the Take Back the Night march on Tuesday Aaron
chants through the megaphone to the crowd following her

BY TRACY HANEY
Editor

"It speeds up their abilih lo
s|H'ak the language." File said
Hie program also offers .i

Future criminal justice graduates could miss their chance
at joining a program that pays
back college debt while providing additional training to police
officers after graduation.
Kentucky's Police Corps.
a sub unit of Kentucky's
Department of Criminal Justice
Training program, would lose
all funding if Congress passes
President Bush's Fiscal 2006
budget.
"We're concerned about
the future of the program."
said John File, director of
Kentucky's Police Corps, which
is housed on Eastern's campus.
"If we lose the program, we are
not going to be able lo help
the students interested in law
enforcement."
The program, which began
in PW. takes college graduates
and gives them 1,290 additional
hours o| (raining in areas like
ethics, leadership, use ol force,
mountain bikini; and Spanish.
l.ili' said the highlight of the
Spanish immersion program i<
when officers spend two weeks
with a host family in Mexico.

.•> i .">.< M H > tuition reimbursement,
he added.
"The purpose is io attract
highly qualified and educated
officers into law enforcement,"
File said.
In return, the officers are
required to work four years in
a small or medium-sized local
police or sheriff's department,
"Police Corps has bein a
rial opportunity lor college
students because it basically
guarantees them a job lor lour
years," said Carole Garrison,
chair ol Kastern's criminal justice add police studies department.
She added the program also
puts "more educated cops on
the street."
"I he problem is i Police

Corps) competes with
America's fears righl now
with security." < iarrison said.
"Homeland security is really
pushing everything else off Ihe
map."
Garrison said because Police
Corns is new. the effectiveness
of the program can't be deter
See POLICE, A3
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Happenings
• Thursday
8 a.m.
Jackson Katz will present "American Manhood
and Violence Against Women" in the Student
Services Building Auditorium.

• Friday
Student Government Association
applications are due to the SGA office in the
Powell Building no later than 5 p.m.
Summer/Fall 2005 course scheduling begins
for continuing graduate students and seniors.

► News briefs
Compiled by Bob Flynn

Card-reader system
begins reactivation
in Clay. Walters halls
.Alter several weeks ol deactivation, the campus-wide proximity card reading system will
gQ online within the next few
week-. Hie system was deactivated due tn the problem holepunched residential student
II) cards posed to the system
across campus.
Since a new shipment of
IDs has arrived and residential students have had the
chance to replace their ID
cards at no cost, the system
will start reactivation today
with Clay and Walters halls
On March 28, Case. Combs
and Commonwealth halls will

and beautificauon projects. The

be activated. On March _';».
Martin. Telford and Sullivan
halls will be online. Keene.
Dupree and Burnam halls will
be activated on March 30. and
[odd, McGregor and Palmer
halls will be online March 31.

able for faculty to complete
through Tuesday. Also, staff
and students can participate in
QEP locus groups. The deadline to sign up for the group-,
is Tuesday. For more information, .-mail QEPOeku.edu.

Participants needed
to help with Quality
Enhancement Plan

Football program
Eastern searches
for volunteers to help needs intern to tape
games, practices
clean up campus

Faculty staff and students
have the opportunity to help
Eastern select a topic for its
Quality Enhancement Plan.
QEP is a unviversity-wide
initiative aimed at further
enhancing student learning in
a chosen topic area.
A Web-based survey is avail-

Eastern will be holding
"KKl lYide and Clean-up Day"
April 1 in conjunction with
the national Great American
Clean-up Day. Eastern is looking for at least 150 students,
faculty, staff and administrators to work together in litter
removal and campus clean-up

event will start at &30 a.m. with
light refreshments and end
at noon with lunch. Students
wishing to participate should
email Natalie Ciresi at nalalie.
ciresi4eku.edu.

The football team is in need
of someone to help film practices and games. The intern
needs to be available from 2
p.m. until fi p.m. on weekdays
and travel on weekends.
For more information, call
622-2153 or visit Room 205 in
the Moberly Building.

► Police beat

• Saturday
The women's club soccer team plays the
University of Kentucky at the intramural fields.
• Monday
8a:m.
Intramural doubles tennis registration will be
held in the Fitness and Wellness Center.
• Tuesday
8 a.m.
Intramural doubles tennis registration will be
held in the Fitness and Wellness Center.
Summer/Fall 2005 scheduling begins for
continuing juniors.

• Wednesday
4:30 p.m.
Anne Wohlcke will present "Women
Amusement and Social Control in London,
1692-1732" in the Crabbe Library Room 108.
7:30 p.m.
Todd Gooch will present "One Nation Under
God? Religious Diversity in the United States"
in the Student Services Building Auditorium.

Compiled by Megan Jones
The following reports wi n
filed with Eastern's Division of
Public Safety between March 14
and March 20.

in the Alumni Coliseum Lot.
The passenger window had
been broken, and nothing was
missing from the vehicle.

March 14
Someone reported a person
threw a Bud Light bottle out a
window in Palmer Hall.

A person reported she had $83
taken from her wallet while
it was in the Schwendeman
Building. She sat her purse
under a sink during a meeting and forgot where she had
placed it When she recovered
the purse, the money was missing

A person reported a large hole
had been punched in a third
floor wall of Case Hall.
Someone reported hi- cell
phone and laptop had been
taken from his car while it was
parked in the Alumni House

Lot
Two Model School students
lit a piece of paper on fire in a
garbage can in the boys' locker
mom.

Public safety responded to the
Begley Building in reference
to criminal mischief. Someone
reported two plastic foldout
chairs had broken bottoms
and bent frames in the locker
room.
March 15
Someone reported damage to
his vehicle while it was parked

Someone reported possible
damage to a vehicle in the
Lancaster Lot. When she was
leaving the lot. she had trouble
steering and noticed two tires
were flat.
A Dupree Hall resident reported a theft of his textbooks from
his room. He last saw his textbooks when he left for Spring
Break.
March 16
A parent contacted public safety in reference to her daughter
being followed by an ex-boyfriend.
Robert W. Wood of Richmond
was arrested and charged with

alcohol intoxication in a public
place.
Two Walters Hall residents
reported the theft of jewelry
from their room during Spring
Break
March 17
Someone reported an incidence of criminal mischief
in the Commonwealth Lot.
Vaseline was smeared on his
windshield, driver's side mirror
and driver's side door handle
and had a note super-glued to
the driver's side window. The
driver's side keyhole had an
object broken off inside it to
where it could not be used.
A Dupree Hall resident reported $50 was taken from his
room

March 18
Someone reported an Eastern
parking permit burned up in a
vehicle.
Before a fire alarm in Martin
Hall, a person reported two
residents had been in a fight.
A person reported that an individual known to him came into
his room and woke the person

up to ask him why he did not
get him a sandwich. He kept
bothering the person about
the sandwich and eventually
punched him in the face.
March 19
Three Keene Hall residents
reported an unknown man
discharged a fire extinguisher
in their room when their door
was open. After discharging
the extinguisher, the unknown
man threw the extinguisher
out an open window on the
west side of the residence hall
and exited down the west stairwell.
David J. Sebastian of Mi I lord,
Ohio was arrested and charged
with alcohol intoxication.
A Todd Hall resident reported
she had cash taken from her
room.
March 20
Robert T. Stefater of
Louisville was charged with
possession of alcohol by a
minor.
Jeffrey R. Carter of Franklin.
Ohio was charged with possession of alcohol by a minor.

Need tutoring in Chemistry, Biology,
Physics, Math, or English?
NEW lab hours start March 14!
Come to the Weaver Tutoring Lab, located in
the Weaver Building Room 305, or the Case
Lower Lobby for assistance in Chemistry,
Biology, Physics, Math, or English.

NEW Spring SCHEDULE:
Weaver Tutoring Lab Hours
Monday
3-10 p.m.
Tuesday
Closed

^SBa^SSL
yex Lobby Lab Hours
.<^j-10 p.m.

Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

5Closed

For questions, call 622-5038 or 622-5039

c1 * -

FAFSA FRIDA
Stop by the
EKU financial aid office
SSB261
for help completing
your financial aid form
from 8a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Most nurses spend their entire careers in the same hospital. In the United
States Air Force, it's unlikely you'll even spend it in the same state or country.
You'll have the opportunity to practice nursing in as many as 20 different fields
in a variety of nursing environments. And you'll feel a greater sense of shared
responsibility when you have the opportunity to actually lead your team.
Sound like the kind of career you'd like to have? Then call 1-800-588-5260.

Friday, March 25
Friday, April 1
Friday, April 8
Dont forget to bring 20O4 fedeieJ tax return
— parent and student tax forma.
<fi
859-622-2361

AIRF0RCE.COM/hMlthcart • 1-800-588-5260

.aaaiai.Nl
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SGA debates use of MARCH: Glasser has seen gains for Eastern women
bowling alley space,
some voice concerns
From Page Al

"I hope that a sense ol aware
ness is created." she said.
Angie Aaron, a rape counselor at thi' Bluegrass Kapc
Crisis Center, said she thought
Eastern was the perfect environment for an event like lake
Back the Night.
"This community is so progressive," she said.
Aaron said this was the first
lini'e she had seen men speak
out against abuse at an event
like Take Back the Night.
"1 was really impressed
with everybody that showed
up." she said.
Sexual Assault Awareness
Week was scheduled to
acknowledge Sexual Assault
Awareness Month in April
Other events were scheduled during Sexual Assault
Awareness week.
Women of Strength and
Courage also met Tuesday
evening in the Herndon
I.oungc to discuss and speak
out against sexual violence.
Monday night former
Miss America 1998 Kate
Shindle presented "Miss
America: Exploitation or
Empowerment," a discussion
of whether or not the pageant
competition is exploitative or
empowering for women.

and an open forum helped
ITDS to develop the project.
Marlow said .during the presentation.
Senate members voiced
both concern and support
for the project, and many
discussed problems with the
already existing labs in residence halls and other student
computer labs on campus.
Some Senate members said
ITDS should focus on fixing
the computer problems that
already exists, and that the
residence hall labs are a much
larger issue than the need to
build a new lab.
"I just really feel that we
should fix what we have now."
Senate member Robin Deitz
said.
"It has come to our attention this semester that there
are serious issues in the residence halls." Issacs said.
She said ITDS has listened
to complaints about the computer labs, but have not been
able to solve all the problems.
"One of the problems we
have is that we don"t always
know there is a problem."
Issacs said.
Tyler Blythe. a member of
Senate, said Eastern should
locus on spending money to
buy new computers instead of
spending money to repair old
ones.
From Page Al
A new student technology
center would benefit students takes." she said.
because it would be in a cen'ITic university also charges
tral location on campus, and UBS 10 cents per page for copit would be attractive for per- ies of the list.
spective students. Blythe said.
The University Counsel
"I think this (project) is would not comment about the
a great idea and it will ben- contract or the book list.
efit students as a whole." said
Going through the univerCassie Barczewski. a member sity is not a problem, "but it
of Senate.
makes room for mistakes and
Issacs said ITDS needs errors." Coyle said.
to know if the project can go
Melching said the process
forward so it can redirect to get the list is already becomresources and focus on devel- ing confusing and it has not
oping another project
been as easy as SGA previ"We're going to work our ously believed it would be.
heart out to meet your needs."
"We don't know whether or
Issacs told the Senate.
not it is feasible at this point."
Melching said. "We hope to
Reach Kasey at
know by the end of the semes
kasey doyle 7<rteku. edu
let"

BY KASEY DOYLE
News editor

I lie old bowling alley space
on the bottom floor of the
Powell Building was the topic
oi discussion at the Student

Government Association
Senate meeting Tuesday
night.

Jean Marlow. technical specialist of Information
Technology and Delivery
Services, and Mona Isaacs,
interim director of ITDS. presented a project to turn the
•-pace into a student technology center.
Ibe center would include
a wireless lounge, a computer
technology checkout center, a
general-use computer lounge
and a multi-purpose room.
The space would also
include a business center
where students could send
and receive faxes and make
copies.
The estimated cost of
the project ranges between
S4(M).(KM) and $500,000, lssaes
said. She also said project
construction would not cause
student technology fees to

Brooke Rasor/Progress
Several students gather in line lor the tree food at a cookout on
Monday. The event was part ot Sexual Assault Awareness Week

Jackson Katz. an anti-sexisl
activist, presented "American
Manhood and Violence
Against Women."
Eastern's Sexual Assault
Awareness Week also overlaps

National Women's History
Month, which was established
in 1987.
I niversity President Joanne
(ilasser is the first female president ai Eastern, and she said

she has seen significant gains
at Eastern for women, espe
cially in leadership positions.
"I am proud that EKl) con
tinues to foster an environ
ment that is more open, inclusive, respectful and welcoming
to all members of its academic
community, regardless of gen
der or any oilier factor." she
-aid via e-mail.
dlasscr said Eastern should
continually find creative ways
to celebrate and learn more
about societies and cultures
represented on campus.
"I applaud the efforts
of the women'.s studies program. WILL and others who
are organizing and sponsoring events during Women's
History Month and throughout the year to recognize the
vital contributions women
have made." (ilasser said in
an e-mail. "I also deeply appreciate the efforts of all the
Other departments, programs
and committees on campus
that are working to increase
awareness about other forms
of diversity through programming, collaborations and other
efforts ... I look forward to
seeing additional events blossom."
Reach Kasey at
kasey _doyle7@eku.edu

BOOKSTORE: Process of POLICE: Program waits
producing list confusing to hear financial future

increase.
Marlow and Isaacs presented a conceptual drawing
to show Senate members how
the center would be designed.
They presented the project
plans Tuesday to get recommendations from the Senate.
The Senate plans to vote on
the project proposal during its
April 5 meeting.
If the Senate passes the proposal, construction on the center will begin immediately and
should be completed during
the fall 2005 semester, Marlow
and Issacs said.
Isaacs said the project has
been underway for more than
a year.
ITDS developed a "generic
survey to find out what students liked about (campus)
labs and what they didn"t like
about the labs." Issacs said.
Information gathered from
student responses from group
discussions, online surveys

Coyle said gelling the- list
can be an aggravating process
IBS is not the only texl
book provider thai wants the
list: eCanipus.com. an online
textbook provider, wants the
information as well. Coyle
said.
S(iA will try to find out the
information it is entitled to
under the Barnes and Noble
contract, as well as the rela
tionships protected by the con
tract.
"We are pretty far from
anything concrete." Melching
said. "I wish we could say w<
could do this, but unfortunate
ly there are loo many question
marks at this time."
Reach Megan at

Prom Page Al
mined, but the evidence suggests it's been a real benefit to
the officers and tin- local agencies.
"II we cut it off now we'll
never know il it's a good idea
or noi," Garrison said.
She predicts five out of
cvei v :\~< criminal justice graduates at Eastern join Police

Corps.

It won't be certain if the program is cut until the national
budget becomes official on
Oct.l.
In the meantime. I.ile
said Police Corps has been
in contact with Kentucky's
Congressional Delegation ho|>ing to gain support for the continuation of the program.
Reach Tracy at
tracy_haney5@eku. edu

Wanna write sports?
Call Todd at 622-1882

mfgan jones I23@tku.edu

Got a news tip? %
Call Kasey at 622-1872

Computer Sales* Service-Suppo

Grand Opening
NEW 2nd LOCATION
320 Geri Lane
Come see us at
EKU's Computer Fair
March 31

New Convenient Location
Same Great Service!
Computers • Printers • Monitors • Laptops • Parts • Supplies
Sales & Service for all PC's and Macs

Open Mon-Fri 9-5
Shop 24/7 at our online store at
www.parts-plus.com

Call 626-0930 or 624-3767

Second Annual
Computer Fair
Thursday, March 31,2005
1:00-4:00 p.m.
Student Services Building

Vendors Attending: Dell, IBM, EBM
(Lexmark), Accent Systems, Apple, IKON,
Parts Plus, CIM Audio Visual (Smart Classroom),
and many more

Register for
March 24
9:00 pm

\
\

GREAT DOOR PRIZES
20gb Apple Ipod and HP Inkjet Printer

Powell Student Center
Poetry, Prose,
Song, Comedy...
- "•

Special Guest
Heidi Schwartz

www.heidischwartz.com

ODfN MIC NIGHT

Seminars:
9:30 AM EBM
IBM

SSB Auditorium
SSB 549

11:00 AM Apple
Dell

SSB 549
SSB Auditorium

All seminars will be approximately 45 minutes All vendors will be in the
SSB Lobby from 1 to 4 pm Come see new products, pick up free
giveaways, and enjoy refreshments Q&A available
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Moving WMDs

A

DAY IN THE LIFE OF NON-TRADITIONAL STUDENTS

discussed during Students get late start on college career
U
Appalachia series
The hardest part
BY MEGAN JANICKE
Staff ■■■

BY ROGER LEE OSBQRNE
Staff.-.

In .1 presentation ratified
"Homeland Security Here
at Home: Protection from
Environmental Threats ol
Kentucky's VVMDs." Elizabeth
Crowe, ol the Kentuck)
Environmental Foundation,
mapped out what Kentuckians
should fear about the stockpile
ni chemical weapons stored al
the Blue Grass Army IH-pot.
Crowe recounted the first
time she heard about th<- Blue
Grass Army Depot from some
Berea College students, who
warned her if she was driving
lo Richmond on IS 25 to be
sutv aiul keep watch for cows
falling over or running the
other way
"That was my introduction
to the area and the issue thai
there are ions ol chemical
weapons stored at the Army
depot." Crowe said.
Monday's,presentation was
part nl Eastern's Appalachian
Studies series. "Citizen Activism
in Appalachia." The 1990 citizen-founded KEF was formed
In ensure the safe and efficient
disposal ol the chemical weapons stored in Kentucky
The chemical weapons
stored al the Army depot were
brought to Richmond in the
1950s and '60s. Crowe said she
is thankful the weapons were
never used, but is disappointed
in the lack of action concerning
the disposal of the weapons.
"The stored weapons have
left us a horrible toxic legacy
that has gone on for decades
Our generation is now faced
with the problem of how to get
rid of them." Crowe said.
It wasn't until the mid-'80s
that the Army announced publicly there are chemical weapons stored at the depot.
There were people obviously who knew there were chemical weapons stored at the depot
because the) worked there or
had a family member working
there." Crowe said.
After Congress directed"
the destruction of the chemical weapons in 1985. the Armyannounced it would use a process known as incineration, a
burning process that releases
chemical agents and toxins into
the environment.

CommuniiN members were
first given the option of burning the clieniic.il> here or
having them transported and
burned somewhere else
The option of transporting the weapons was ended
when "not in my backyard."
also known as "NIMBY." was
coined by opposing members
of destination sites when they
found out about the arrival of
the weapons near their families
and homes.
"Originally people were
saying 'You brought them in.
you can transport them out."
but that didn't last long when
complaints came from other
communities who didn't want
them." said Crowe.
"I wasn't there but I imagined the Army announcing
they were going to burn the
chemicals and then they waited lor the applause, but none
came." Crowe said.
It wasn't until 2002 that the
Army formally announced it
would use a neutralization process, a safer method of destroying the weapons without releasing harmful pollutants.
After the recent cuts in the
national budget for funding
to Kentucky's and Colorado's
chemical weapons disposal
programs, the Army has once
again brought up the idea of
transporting the weapons.
"How are we going to deal
with this issue? We were
marching forward and every
body had come to an agreement, then all of the sudden
there was no money." Crowe
■-aid.
In a newsletter from the
Chemical Weapons Working
Group, a national coalition
of communities affected by
chemical weapon storage facilities, citizens are urged to "tell
Congress and the Pentagon
that 'homeland security'
from lethal weapons of mass
destruction begins here at
home."
For more information on the
lecture and film series, call the
Center for Appalachian Studies
at 622-3065 or for information
about the Chemical Weapons
Working. Group, visit www.
cwwg.org.
Reach Roger at
progress@eku.edu

Dennis Bellis is much like
any other non-traditional student hanging out in the Older
Wiser Learners (OWl si
lounge ill the Powell Building:
He is older than the average Eastern student, he has
started his college career later
in life and he has two children,
ages 1H and 14.

However. Bellis. W ho is .1
sophomore civil engineering
major, only learned lo read five
years ago.

As a child, he was labeled
mentally retarded by his teach
ers Now Bellis knows thai his
trouble learning was caused
by attention deficit disorder
and dyslexia.
Even w ithoul good re id:
ing skills. Bellis was able to
function for many years ai his
job at Kentucky Central 1 ile
Insurance by reading very
slowly, one word at a time.
He has outgrown his learning
disabilities, but Bellis can still
only read at aboul a filth grade
level

In order to keep up in his
class, he- uses a computer
program that reads his hooks
back to him.
This works lor all of his
classes except math and chemistry.
doing to school is a whole
lot harder than working. Il is
much more menially and physically challenging." Bellis said.
College can also be difficult for those non-traditional
students who struggle to balance family, work and class.
Christina Arvin. a sophomore

_rMad|sor_|
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8 TV's

—Christina Arvin
Non-traditional student

yy

Bob Flynn/Progress

Jonathan Greet, a senior education major, is a graduate of Berea
College and is now working on his teachers' certificate. Greer is
married and has two toddlers with another baby on the way.
paralegal major, works 20 or
moii' hours a week at her two
pail lime jobs and cares for

her 3-year-old daughter.
"The hardest part is teachers that don't understand
missed school because of sick
kids." Arvin said. "I just try to
constantly do what needs to be
done so I don't get behind."
Arvin considers her job as

a receptionist in the OWl.s

office a blessing because she
can work on homework.
She says she tries her best
to prioritize while away from
home so she can spend time
with her daughter later.

"You have to have very
good time management skills
and be able to know when you
can study and when you can't,"
she said.
Senior education major
Jonathan Greer also knows
what its like to juggle several
jobs.
Greer has already graduated from Berea and is now
working on his teachers' certificate al Pastern.
In addition to working 27
hours a week as a cashier al
Wal-mart. Greer is married
and has two toddlers.
Wilh another baby on the

way. his college life resembles
a three-ring circus.
"I try to sleep and do homework in between my classes
and work," (ireer said while
leaning back in his chair with
his eyes hall closed.
Even though most non-traditional students will agree
that attending college while
working and caring for a family is a struggle, many will also
tell you they wouldn't have it
any other way.
"It's the best thing lor inc."
Arvin said. "I tell that to everyone who thinks I should have
gone to college right out of

high school."
Reach Megan at
p r tigress u eku.edu

Some class times, rooms preferred over others
Editor

When it's time for departments io schedule classes,
the process sometimes resembles making ideal restaurant
reservations — not all class
times and locations are created equal.
"It's a multi-faceted situation." said Associate Registrar
Tina Davis "There are shortages at certain times of days
that are more popular ... If all
the time blocks were received
equally favorably it wouldn't
be as difficult."
Davis said preferable

Watch the NCAA
Tournament on our
^^^"_ard( ii ^»

is teachers that
don't understand
missed school
because of sick
kids. I just try
to constantly do
what needs to be
done so I don't
get behind.

2£
■ Madisr>n_|
^^fcrjardeii^^

acroM from »*•
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dass limes lor professors are
Tuesday/Thursday morning
classes and night classes.
"Wry quickly it is virtually impossible to find a room
available." Davis said of favorable class times and locations.
Frank Williams, a philosophy and religion professor,
said he doesn't have a problem with getting the times he
needs lor classes because his
department is small, but he
does encounter another difficulty.
"If I want a classroom with
a SiuartBoard, I have a minor
problem." Williams said, adding il he is not able to get a

9mr

TA TTOO STUDIO**

BONCS
859-893-1065
298 S. Second St.
JUST OFF EKU
CAMPUS NEXT TO BP

Smart Board room, he makes
due with the other resources
"It's not a matter of necessity; it's a matter of convenience." Williams said.
Other than SmartBoard
rooms. Davis said there is
also a demand from proles
sors for larger-capacity class
rooms.
"I would dearly love to
have, for scheduling purposes, additional large-capacity
classrooms." Davis said.
Mark Biermann. chair of
physics and astronomy, said
scheduling professors for
classes is difficult because
the department has to take

Perkins Conference Center
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Learn about exciting and rewarding careers in the fields of
justice and safety and speak with representatives from:
Federal Air Marshal
U.S. Secret Service
Target Stores
Department ot Juvenile Justice
Bowling Green Fire Department
Don't miss the demonstrations:
Live Burn
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. Ashland Building
UK Police Department Bomb Sniffing K-9 Unit
12:00 - 12:30 p.m. Stratton Parking Lot
UK Police Department Motorcycle Unit
12:30 - 1:00 p.m. Stratton Parking Lot
For a complete list of participating agencies visit:
www.justice.eku.edu

Reach Tracy at
tracy _hanex5ncku.edu

Large
1 Topping

HDS6.98
Domino's
Pizza

Thursday, March 31st

into account the needs of the
students and the required
(lasses they need lo lake in
other related departments for
their degrees
"We know it's important
times be offered when students need it," Biermann said.
He added, when scheduling he also tries to meet the
needs of the professors.
"We do try to lake into
account the needs of the faculty and the needs of the students," Biermann said. "It's a
balancing act."

Expires 4/1/05

623-0030

•Valid only with EKU ID
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Students cheer on Colonels from home
BY MEGAN JONES

Assistant ni
Thunder rolled in Alumni
Coliseum, bin a slurm wasn't to
blame. Hundreds) ol Colonels
fans screamed and veiled, lit i
aiding the battle between the
Colonels and the University ol
Kentucky Wildcats.
I he open area was eon
sianlly filled with a dull roar
thai quickly intensified when
ever anything Eastern-related
popped upon (hegiant screen.
When live video ol Colonels'
Coach iVavis Ford appeared
Ihe crowd went crazy, yelling
as loud as possible! Rootage ol
IK Coach Tubby Smith, how
ever, was not as welcomed. The

group booed like a thousand
angry soldiers charging off to
battle whenever he popped up
on Ihe giant screen.
Mouth-watering pizza, giant

pretzels and popcorn fed the
hujlgry crowd, dressed in
maroon and green. Not only
were they cheering on Eastern,
but they were celebrating Si.
Patrick's Day. Various scents
swirled in Ihe air. and drinks
were flowing out of ihe concession stand by the second as
lip-off drew closer.
Even a norilla showed up.
prancing around the crowd in a
St. Patrick's Day T-shirt advertising Ihe SI. I'aity ()' Parly
"It's really exciting." Eastern
freshman Caitlin Flood said.
"Especially, since it's been how
many years since they've made
il this far?"
It's boon 26 years since
Eastern last played in the

NCAA tournament.
Flood said she could tell
when the audience was excited when the crowd cheered,
clapped and yelled when

Eastern --cored.
The crowd made waves.
standing up whenever Eastern
made a goal.
Despite the sea of maroon
filliiiK Alumni Coliseum, a few
dots oi blue could be seen
in Ihe crowd. I.aney Bailey,
a computer Information sys
terns major at Eastern and
Lexington resident, wasn-'l
sporting Kentucky blue, but
was cheering on l K
"That's the only reason why
I'm (at Eastern)," she said.
"UK doesn't have a major in
CIS."
Bailey (ell weird cheering
for UK in Alumni Coliseum.
"I really wanted (UK) to
play someone else." Bailey
said. "I got mad when Ihey had
to play us."
Reurh Megan at
megan jonesl23iirku.edu

Casey Castle/Progress
Students gathered in Alumni Coliseum Thursday to watch the Colonels take on Ihe University of
Kentucky Wildcats on a big-screen during the first round of the NCAA basketball tournament.

BASKETBALL: Fans wear, paint themselves maroon
From Page Al

Marcie McDowell/Progress
The Colonel made Ihe trip to Indianapolis to cheer on Ihe men's
team during Thursdays game against the University of Kentucky.

Fans continued to fill the
more than XS.OOO seals in
the dome. Some wore blue,
some maroon, some sporting orange in support of the
University of Illinois, who
played later in the day. and
some Wore red to show Iheir
support for the University of
Cincinnati.
Some Kastern fans weren't
just wearing Colonel maroon
— they were painted the
team's colors.
Drew F.kbern. a sophomore
sports management major
from Union, decided to paint
his upper body maroon to
show his support for Eastern.
"It's learn spirit, that's all I
have to say — total maroon."
he said.
Ekberg said he made Ihe
trip lo Indianapolis because
it was an opportunity lie
couldn't pass up.
"How many limes do you
gel to watch your team in Ihe
NCAA?" he asked.
A few feel away from
Ekberg, in the from row
behind Eastern's basket, stood
I.rxiniiion native and Eastern
student Charlie Hunter.
Hunter was standing with
other Eastern students, but

he seemed out ol place. He
showed school spirit by painting himself maroon, but only
(he light side of his body I he
left side of his body was painted Kentucky blue.
"I did il because I'm a diehard UK fan." the sophomore
physical education leaching
major said. "These are my two
favorite teams. I was hoping
I hey wouldn't have to play
each other, bill Ihey did and
here I am."
The cheering began even
before the game started.
When the Eastern basketball
team took the floor to warm
up. the Eastern faithful began
cheering.
The Colonel entered the
dome carrying a cardboard
cutout with UK basketball

Coach Tubby Smith's face

witnessed the Colonel's attack
on "'Tubby Smith." cheered on
the Colonel.
'The Colonel took the cutout to center court and continued to abuse it. The Wildcat
noticed what the Colonel
was doing and began stalking Ihe Colonel around the
court. Before the Cat and the
Colonel had the opportunity to
settle the battle over "Tubby
Smith," they were called off
the floor for the game to start.
The crowd got loud
before tip-off and stayed loud
throughout the game. When
junior guard Matt Whitt made
a lay-up to take the lead 1110, Ihe crowd went crazy.
Everyone who wasn't wearing
blue seemed to be cheering
for the Colonels throughout
the game.

laped to it. The CUloul was
wearing a T shirt, which read
"Thanks T. lord for Ihe memories" on the front and "We
may be from Kentucky but we
don'l bleed blue" on the back.
The Colonel pumped up
the Kaslern fans by laying
the CUtOUl on the ground and
then climbing onto a chair.
He then proceed to jump off
the chair and landed, elbow
firsl. on the face of (he cutout. The Eastern fans who

Fletcher and Lt. Gov.
Steve Pence both attended
Thursday's game. Fletcher
spent half the game on the
right side of Glasser and the
oilier half of the game with
(he UK fans but Pence showed
where his loyalties were
Pence, a 1978 Eastern graduate, spent the game among
Ihe Eastern fans, wearing an
Eastern sweatshirt and cheering on the Colonels. During

Kentucky Gov. Ernie

one time out. Pence was
cheering "Go Big T." along
with Glasser, former Eastern
football coach Roy Kidd and
thousands of Fastern fans.
Kastern trailed UK
throughout most of the game.
but during the second half it
managed to cut the lead from
15 points lo five points.
The crowd was behind
the team no matter what the
score was. but when the lead
was cut to five, the crowd
went crazy. Most of the dome
was on its feet cheering on
the Colonels.
The Colonels were unable
to pull off the upset but played
a closer game than most people thought they would.
After the game and interviews with the media, the
team made ils way back inside
the dome lo watch the UC and
University of Iowa game.
The team could be seen
listening to music, watching
the game or taking pictures
inside dome.
The Colonels played a once
in a lifetime game and enjoyed
themselves.
."I'm JUSI so proud of them."
Glasser said.
Reach Megan at
megan _hansen4'« cku.edu

The Eastern Progress Advertising Department presents.

i ReGISSaLONS

A Wedding For All Seasons

I

Call now to advertise in our special
section that will hit stands April 21

The Cut & Color Experts

20% Off Services

(859)622-1489

"Walk-ins Welcome"
830 Richmond Mall
Richmond KY, 4047S

1025 Amberly Way
Richmond, KY
859-624-4444
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Thursday!!!
EKU Co-ed
Recreational
Volleyball
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE.
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• Spring Leagues begin April 25, 2005
• 8 Week Season
• Entry Fee only $150 per "TEAM"
(Not Due Until April 1")
• Referee Fee only $4 per/team per/week
• Minimum of 6 Players per/team
• 1" Place Team Prizes
• Weekly Foor/Beverage Specials

Eastern's Talk Show
LIVE from Studio "I"
Wednesday nights at 7:30 p.m.
tune to channel 76 on campus
Can't catch it Wednesday? Don't
worry, you can tune in for the
repeats on Friday and Monday.
at 7:30 p.m.

Come and support your favorite fraternity as they
participate in fun water events-!
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You too can
become an
Army of One
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$2.00 admission - all proceeds will go to
Madison County CASA
Look for Thclas on ihe corner for more details!
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JUMPING ON BOARD

Tracy Haney. editor

► News Quiz
OK. boys and girls. It's time
to test your knowledge of
what's going on at Eastern.
If you don't know the answers,
don't worry. Just go to
www.easternprogress.com and
you can cheat.
^.
What department
^
could lose fundV
ing because of
^P
President Bush's
2006 fiscal budget?
a) Kentucky's Police Corps
b) Women's Studies
c) Fire and Safety Engineering

^
^L
m
^^

What university has
received permission
to talk to Travis
Ford about a coaching position?
a) University of Kentucky
b) University of Massachusetts
c Morehead State University

Marcie McDowell/Progress

Students should support athletics year-round

A
Take Back the Night
v
is part of a celmpebration for what
^ national event?
a) Sexual Assault Awareness
Week
b) St. Patrick's Day
c) Easter

NCAA game because it was in Fresno. Calif., but there is no

It was greal to see so many students supporting the
Eastern incus basketball team last Thursday when it played

reason for students not to go to home games.
It isn't just basketball games that students don't go to.

the University of Kentucky in the first round of the NCAA

they don't really go to any sporting events.

tournament.

During football season, the biggest turnout was for "The

Several hundred students made the trip to Indianapolis
while several hundred others, who couldn't make the three

Battle of the Bluegrass" game against Western Kentucky

.mil a half hour trip, filed into Alumni Coliseum to watch the

University. It would be nice if the turnout for all football

name.

games was like the turnout for that game.
The softball and baseball teams always have a very low

Where lias this support for the team been all season? At

turnout for their names.

most regular season men's basketball games there were

on their Colonels. Students should not be bandwagon fans;

to attend. More students should go out and support softball

ihey should be fans throughout the entire season.

and baseball.
Athletics is a major part of college life. More students

This year, the women's basketball team had one of the
best years in school history. There was a shortage of fans at

should support the teams year round, not just when they

the games this season.

are playing in a tournament against the school just up the

It is understandable that fans didn't travel to the teams

Marcie McDowell/Progress

These games, like all sports games, are free for students

normally no more than about 200 students there to cheer

^Bk
This megaphone is
m m from what event?
^^ a) The NCAA
Tournament
b) Take Back the Night
c) The SGA meeting

road.

► Campus Comments
SGA is trying to get a book list printed for students. The Studio editor Brittney Haynes asked students if they would like to have a book list
TYLER
BARATKO

REBECCA
STACY

Yes. It would be
a lot more convenient. I live in
Georgetown.
Hometown:
Georgetown
Major Construction
management/
Accounting
Year Freshman

Yeah, if students
come first why
not do all you can
to benefit the students?
London
Major: Insurance
Year Junior

Yes definitely
because it can
save you money.

1 think it would be
difficult to set it
up online.
Hometown:
Richmond
Major
Undeclared
Year Freshman

►How to reach us

Hometown:
Springboro, OH
Major Biology
Pre mod
Year Senior

ie Eastern

Phone:(859)622-1881 I E-Mail: progtessOeku edu I Fax: (859) 622-2354

To report a story or idea

To place an ad

News
Kasey Doyle, 622-1872

Display
Adam Baker, 622-1881

Accent
Stephanie Schell, 622-1882

Classified/Subscriptions
Gina Portwood, 622-1881

Around&About
Carrie Harris, 622-1882
Who's That?
Kelly McKmney, 622-1882
Sports
Todd Purvis, 622-1872

%

The Studio
Brittney Haynes, 622-1882

To suggest a photo or
order a reprint
Marcie McDowell, 622-1578
To subscribe
Subscriptions are available
by mail at a cost of $1 per
issue; $20 per semester;
or $38 per year payable in
advance.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn columns by Eastern's students, staff, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on
campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000
words.
Authors can bring their columns to The Progress office
at 117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication. Usually the author's photograph is included with the
column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
The Progress at progress@eku.edu or faxed to the office at
(859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of The Progress reserves the right to edit columns and letters for length.
C

www.easternprogress.cora
117 Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, Ky. -t047.r>
Tracv Haney
Editor
Megan Hanson
Managing Editor
Jason Lee
Staff artist
The Eastern Progress (ISSN 1081 -8324) is a member ol the Associated
Collegiate Press, Kentucky Intercollegiate Press Association and College
Newspaper Business & Advertising Managers. Inc The Progress is published every Thursday during the school year, with the exception ot vacation and examination periods Any false or misleading advertising should
be reported to Adviser/General Manager. Liz Hansen at (859) 622-1143.
Opinions expressed herein are those ol student editors or other signed
writers and do not necessarily represent the views ot the university
Student editors also decide the news and informational content
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Student: Diets add stress
Staffer surprised by AP mistake
to an already stressful world
My Turn
Kaaey
Doyle

ii

My Turn

Stephanie
ScheO

Sweet, salty, spicy or sour; I
loVfe loud.
Food brings people together.
Ii can be (bund al every major
gathering or the smallest oi par
lies.
Pood can make you happj
or leave you feeling miserably
lull. But* (here's no feeling like
having a lull stomach and taking
ktng nap.
I'm not a picky eater. I haven't
been for as long as I can remember.
My grandmother raised me,
MI I can appreciate good, country
cooking, and Mamaw made the
best red velvet cakes and homemade biscuits.
I wasn't limited to homemade
meals: I was the kid in the high
school cafeteria eating off others'
plates after eating my own.
What I do remember is never
'going on a serious diet
In high school I was athletic
and my metabolism'was through
the roof.
like all adolescent girls. I continued to look at myself with criticism. I went on the occasional
fruit or liquid diet with no intention ol sticking with it.
I guess I did it because everyone else was and it was some-

market?

Food can be your best friend
or your worst enemy.
It is understood obesity is an
epidemic in this country It's waj
too easy to grab a greasy burger
through the drive through instead
of fixing a meal for yourself
We're all guilty oi it. and you
know what? I don't feel a bit bad
lor it.
Diets add more stress to an
already stressful world.
Eat, drink and be merry, life
is loo short to starve yourself.
Chances are we will never lie
the sue we were when we graduated high school.
Embrace your body and love
yourself.
If you feel good about yourself, someone else will ton.
It is one thing to diet to make
yourself feel belter, but another
if the diet is for someone else to
feel good about you.
It all comes down to personal
preference. I am not a skinny
girl, but I prefer to be happy and
healthy over skinny any day of
the week.
«
food makes me happy,
nun's nothing like a big slice
of peanut butter pie to top off a
crispy piece of fried chicken and
potatoes.
The only thing that makes me
mad about food is my cooking
will never top my grandmothers.
I blame her for my eating obsession.

Iliis tells me iwo things: (1)
there are a lot of gullible people
out there and (2) old fashion
exercise and moderate f<xxl portions can work wonders.

Stephanie is a senior journalism major from Hath County.
She is the Accent editor for The
Progress.

There's nothing
like a big slice
of peanut butter
pie to top off a
crispy piece of
fried chicken
and potatoes.
—Stephanie Schell
Accent editor

JJ
thing to do. I never stuck to meal
regimens, frankly because diets
suck.
Physical appearance in
America is an obsession. It's
good to look nice, and a healthy
weight is imperative for a long
and healthy life.
Everywhere you look you see
a new method of weight loss or a
new meal plan that will melt off
the pounds.
If any of these methods were
a sure-tire way to lose weight,
would there be a demand for all
the weight-loss products on the

Custom Fit Bras
^Available
Call For Details • Certified FittJ

mERLE no
COSMETIC

fin

STUDIOS

Merrick Crossing • 2008 Merchant Drive • Richmond
Mon-Sat 10 am-7pm • 859-62#*K£ • 800-263-5777

I never thought a trip to New
York City would turn into a
grammar lesson, but when I
traveled to the Big Apple for the
College Media Advisers conference lasl weekend. I found
that even the highest of news
organizations sometimes get
the information wrong.
One of the highlights of my
trip to New York City lasl weekend was touring The Associated
Press world headquarters.
The Associated Press is a
news gathering wire service
that covers national news and
world events, and for a fee,
other newspapers can reprint
the stories on their own news
pages.
The AP also publishes grammar, punctuation and spelling
style guidelines for journalists.
Every year it is responsible for
printing The Associated Press
Stylebook, which outlines how
certain words and punctuation
should appear in newsprint.
It is a guideline that most
news organizations follow. The
guideline is very specific about
how copy should appear.
The AP is the epitome of
news organizations, and when
I had a chance to meet the
staff of this organization, I was

Elizabeth Hansen'Prog-ess
Adam Baker. Tracy Haney and Kasey Doyle point out a misspelled
word on a sign at The Associated Press world headquarters in New
York City

ment, I found that the AP had hours reading news pages to
misspelled the name of the check for grammar. s|X'lling
CMA organization.
and punctuation: many limes a
In AP style, a-d-v-i-s-e-r-s is page may go through five m si\
the correct spelling, but on proofreaders before being sent
the sign, the AP had printed off to the printer
"College Media Advisors." Not
From time to time we still
only had it misspelled the word, make mistakes u is very hard
it had also misspelled the name to catch every mistake on a
page of news copy, no matter
of the organization.
1 was so disappointed in the how main cop) editors have
AP You would expect the peo- looked over it.
ple who decide how news copy
I've learned that it is extreme
should appear to at least know l> important to follow AP guidehow to correctly spell advisers.
lines, bin I shouldn't-stress out
In the past two years of col- too much because even the AP
lege, the importance of correct doesn't always git it right
spelling, grammar and puncAl least I know how to spell
tuation has been drilled into my advisers.
head by journalism professors. .
It is imperative for news pages
Kasey is a senior journalism
to include clean copy.
major from Flemingsburg. Shi is
At The Progress we spend the news editor fir The Progn ss

super-excited.
When I walked into the lobby
of the massive building, there
were signs welcoming the journalism students and advisers
from the CMA conference.
To my shock and amaze-

THE BOTANY BAY

Jer ee's
Thursday

Cool Stuff for Cool People!
We have Salvia Divinoruin
• Body Jewelry • Incense*
Smoking Accessories
#'

102.5 will sponsor $8 all you can
drink wells and draft.

Friday
$1 drinks
UK v. Utah tip off at 9 p.m.
Ladies night! No cover for ladies!

SlOTarot
Card
Readings

Saturday

T_.HU.In.S

$1.50 wells
South Porter Band
voted best Dave Matthews cover band in state!

Porter Plaza
Just off 1-75 al I \ii 87
lit hind Su/.iiki on llu l?\ pass

Hours
11-7 Mun Siit

859/623-4367

Join us for our

HAIR SALON
307 Jason Drive
Suite #7
East Ridge Plaza
Richmond, KY 40475

859-624-1000
(beside the "new1 Dairy Queen)

GRAND
OPENING!

$

4^ Lunch Specials^^
Everyday

$2.00 off
coupon

ALL HAIRCUTS
Regularly $9 00
NO APPOINTMENT
NECESSARY
(please present coupon)

$2 0(1
Haircut

tf

Madison and Mam.
acroM from the po*t offw

Mton and Main.
from iha po« office

Big Hill Barber Shop
447 Big Hill Ave
Richmond, KY 40475

$2 Off
Haircut

623-0020

ADULT DVD'S $4.99

Interstate News & Tobacco
161 N Keeneland
859.624.1122
Large selection of classic movies
Tobacco products
Rentals & Adult Magazines

• Viewing Booths
• Big Screen Room
OPEN 24 HOURS f

$2 on

Take bypass to O'Charley's, then
take left onto Boggs Lane.
Go to the end of the street.
Shop is across from Bank One

Haircut

Bring in coupon

$2 Off
Haircut

Shepherd $SUZUKI&
NAPA Service Center
OPEN: MON-FRI
7:30 AM-5:30 PM
SAT 8:00 AM-1:00 PM
•TIRES
•MUFFLERS

• BRAKES

• OIL CHANGES

• COMPUTER BALANCING
•ALL PARTS & LABOR

• ALIGNMENTS

• MECHANICAL
REPAIRS
• AIR CONDITIONER

ARE WARRENTED
6 MONTHS/6,(KK) MILES

•TRANSMISSIONS

859-624-5500
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS AND STAFF
OF EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
290 EKU Bypass - Richmond, KY 40475

VISA
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ALL GROCERIES

A little Financial Aid from
the family-owned supermarket
you're guaranteed to love.

Every Monday, bring your EKU student or faculty I.D. to your
E. W. James & Sons Supermarket and learn why people throughout
the Southeast have enjoyed shopping with us for more than 70 years.
You'll save big and see some familiar faces-including the pharmacist
you already know and trust. So stop by and shop with us every
Monday and find out how nice it is to shop with family.

E.WJAMEStfSONS
*

SUPERMARKE

Now open in this former Winn-Dixie Location:
690 University Shopping Center, Richmond, KY. 40475 Phone: (859) 623-2254
Store Hours: Monday-Sunday 6 AM -12 PM.
Pharmacy Hours: Monday-Friday 9 AM - 9 PM, Saturday 9 AM - 6 PM
Beer and Tobacco are excluded in the 5* off. See store for detail

Accent
Stephanie Schell, editor

► Cats scratch by
Eastern's men's basketball
team nearly upset IK in
the first round of the NCAA
tourney. Sports lias the
story on the name.
SPORTS / B4

The Kaslfni Progress | www.»-astfrnpr()Kress.com
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Dodging danger
Fighting back
can deter attack
IVNIE SCHELL

Accent editor

Sexual assault can victimize anyone. Men and women are at
risk. Although women carry the higher statistic of attack, no on.'
is completely risk fiiee.
How to avoid a situation
Accidents are called accidents for a reason. They can happen
in a matter of seconds and can throw victims off their guard.
Assaults happen with the same suddenness and violence.
This week is Sexual Assault Awareness Week. Almost 93.000
men and 683.000 women are sexually assaulted in the United
States each year, according to the National Sexual Violence
Resource Center.
Karate is a sport originating for the reason of self-defense, said
Shawn Clift. Sensei and part-time karate instructor through com
munity education at Eastern. He has taught karate for three years
and practiced it for 11. He said he has had to use karate for selfdefense five times in those 11 years
Jeff Minor. 23-year-old geography major, has been an assistant
karate instructor for a year and a half. He has taught self-defense
classes for rape prevention.
"The first thing we tell (students), is don't put yourself in that
situation. Be smart.'' Minor said.
Self-defense may be helpful when being attacked, but it can
also deter an attacker.
"(Attackers) aren't looking for a fight." 22-year-old Katie Mover
said.
The forensic chemistry major has received self-defense, military training. She said even the smallest of defensive moves may
be enough to scare oil an attacker. Showing aggression can help
avoid a serious attack.
"Use basic common sense." Mover said. "Slay in the light;
walk with someone else. Try not to walk alone."
Clift suggested trying to make walking with a buddy a habit.
This may sound easy enough, but there are times when an escort
is unavailable.
"Be loud and vocal (if a threat arises)." Clift said. "Gel others'
attention."
This may prevent a potentially brutal attack.
"I'retend you're talking on a cell phone." Minor said.
If a potential attacker thinks someone is on Ihe line, it could
prevent someone from trying to attack.
What to do if attacked
An estimated 77 percent of rape victims know their attacker,
according to the National Sexual Violence Center. This may go to
show the chance of an assault may be higher than expected. If the
situation arises, being educated on what to do may save a life.
"If it is a male attacker, (give him) a good knee lo the groin."
Clift said.
He also suggests aiming for Ihe kneecaps, scratching, clawing
and biting.
Minor said if someone attacks, first, try lo stay calm
"If you're calm." Minor said, "you have a clear head."
Clift said the self-defense arl of karale is a way to help a victim
incase of an attack and can be learned by signing up through
community education on campus.
"A lot of the moves untrained people don't expect," Clift said.
He said the "element of surprise is a characteristic of karate,
Clift said by emphasizing form, karate allows ihe body to generate more power. Ihe moves are efficient, faster and there is no
wasted motion. Clift said.
Moyer suggests victims of assault read lo the attackers first
move. She said there are different types ol defense tor different
assault positions.
If someone has a hold from behind. Minor said lo stomp on
feet and grab a hold of anything within reach. He said lo kick and
fight, aiming for the genitals. After fighting and breaking free.
Minor said to run away.
"Don't be afraid to scream." Minor added
Minor said if attacked, many students don't know, but "any cell
phone can dial 911 if it has minutes on it or not."
Anyone interested in learning self-defense can join by calling
community education at 622-1228 or stopping by Stratton gym
Monday and Wednesday from 6 p.m. - 7 p.m.
Reach Stephanie at
Stephanie schelNieku.edu

ATTACKING THE FACTS
01.5
"

percent of women physically injured while raped
percent of male assault victims

1 111 D boys sexually assaulted by age 18
1 v)

percent of rapes actually reported

1 .o

women raped every minute

/./

percent of college men admit to aggressive sex

O 111 10 victims assaulted at home, at a friend's or relative's
51

percent of assaults directed toward 16-21-year-olds

1 Ul 4 number of girls sexually assaulted by age 18
LID

13.3

percent of attackers who use a weapon
percent of college students forced to have date-sex

1 in 4 number of women assaulted by an intimate partner
Source: National Sexual Violence Resource Center
Photo illustration by Brooke Rasor/Progress
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SAAB looks to unify males
Around&About editor
"We are lure to briny a
better sense of unity to minority males on campus."' said
Matthew Glover, junior criminal justice major and devoted
si udenl African-American
Brotherhood (SAAB) member.
The croup members
have sought out many ways
in which to do so and are
beginning to make a name
for themselves on Eastern's
campus for their message and
dedication to the campus and
community.
Monlez Mason, senior
political science major and
SAAH president, has noticed
a change in Eastern's campus
since the croup got started
last semester.
"There has always been
a sense of brotherhood on
campus, but now it's improving. Mason said. "People
seem more open to new ideas
because they see how SAAB

is coming along."
The croup holds a roundtable discussion featuring a new
guest speaker every month to
discuss ways it can improve
its strong ties to each other
and reach out to more individuals.
In February. Associate

Vicv President for Enrollment
Brooke Rasor/Progress

Take your best shot
Justin Warren of Louisville competed against several Eastern
and Model School faculty members in a wheelchair basketball
game on Tuesday in the Model High School gym Warren is a
member of the Hill Wheels basketball team from Cardinal Hill
Hospital in Lexington.
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Thompson, a minority administrator, spoke about "The
Black Male Experience."
"He talked about the relationship between minority
males on campus and how we
can improve them by knowing
each other and speaking up
for each other," (Hover said.
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Just a note

(SAAB) will enhance your college
experience and growth ... it teaches
you how to be a leader... overall it
prepares you for life and molds your
character.

Anyone interested in
joining SAAB can attend
one of their weekly
meetings at 7 p.m. on
Wednesdays in the
Wallace Building Room
227.

—Matthew Glover
SAAB Member

»

The next roundtable discussion will lake place OB

Wednesday in the Jaggers
Room of the Powell Building.
The guest speaker is still
being determined, but the
topic will be male and female
relationships.
Besides the roundtable discussions, the croup
also meets at 7 p.m. every
Wednesday in Room 227 of
the Wallace Building.

These meetings are open to
anyone interested in becoming more involved in the organization, Mason said.
"We meet every week to
discuss issues minority males
are dealing with on campus
and to work on improving
the stereotype perception of
minority males." (Hover said.
Mason was attracted to
SAAB by the "opportunity to
give back to others by coming
together to create brotherhood." he said.
Because one of the croup's
main goals is to give back
to the community, the members are currently lookinc

for mentoring opportunities,
particularly with hich school
and in i d d I e- s c h o o I - a c e d
males who do not have lather

figures.
The croup has also done
volunteer work around campus.
In the fall it helped organize the homecoming parade.
"By helping each other
out we can do more than
one person on their own."
Mason said.
The group attended a
national leadership convention
in Toledo. Ohio to "learn how
to be better leaders instead of
followers." (Hover said.
The members are working
on spreading this knowledge
by example around campus.
(Hover thinks all minority
males should become active
members of SAAB because of
the benefits it has to otter
"(SAAB) will help enhance
your college experience and
growth ... it teaches you how
to be a leader ... overall it prepares you for life and molds
your character." he said.

Mason agrees.
"(SAAB) enhances the
experience of black males in
college and works to keep
them in college." lie said.
The only requirement for
members is to believe in the
affirmation statement, which
states. "In order to empower
Ourselves and promote brotherhood, we. the brothers of
Student African-American
Brotherhood, embrace the
principles of accountability,
proactive leadership, sell-discipline and intellectual development. Through our faith in
God, we uphold this mission
at all times."
'The group currently has
15 members, but (Hover says
they are "definitely growing."
Strong membership is
important in the organization
so the men can "interact with
each other so we aren't so
separated or isolated on campus." (Hover said. "It's an 'I'll
lean on you. you lean on me
type of thing.*"

Reach Carrie at
carrie harris46iieku.edu
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Multi-lingual lecturer stresses importance of learning languages
Jo urdini's advice
to students:

BiLKELLXMcKlNNEY
Who's that? editor
Muslapha Jourdini believes
• people have to make sacrifices
when seeking knowledge. He's
made a big one: he hasn'l seen
his family in six years.
Jourdini is from Morocco,
and that's where his family is
still. Since 9/11. the fear of not
being allowed to return has
prevented him from visiting
his family, though he does talk
to them on the phone once a
week.
He chose to stay here
because he has "an unquenchable desire for learning," he
said. He didn't have the same
opportunities in Morocco as
he did here.
Jourdini is a lecturer at
Eastern. He teaches Arabic.
Knglish writing. Islamic culture
and an honor class.
He feels unique because
he thinks not everyone could
teach so many different subjects, he said.
Knglish is the fourth and
last language he learned, he
said, so to be knowledgeable
enough to teach it is a source
of pride for him.
He also speaks his native
language, Arabic, as well as
French and Spanish.
Jourdini was an Knglish
major at the university he
attended in Morocco. He didn't
graduate from there, though.
He came to the United States
— first to Florida.
He worked as a cultural
ambassador for Walt Disney
World and earned a degree in
hospitality.
Then he came to Kentucky
and fell in love with it his first

Being able to team any
foreign language is a
blessing It leads to
increased employment
opportunities and helps
us team about our own
culture and language
when we look at them
from another culture's
perspective. We gain a
flexibility in our thinking.

week here because it's so
serene, he said.
He came to Kastern as a student and earned his master's
degree in American literature
in May 2(XM.
"I've met so many wonderful, loving people since coming to Kastern; I've adopted
them," he said. "Richmond is
my hometown, and the people
at KKU are my family."
He feels blessed to be here
and be able to learn so much,
he said.
learning is very important
to Jourdini: it's his hobby.
His other hobbies include
reading, playing soccer and
swimming, but he hasn't been
able to enjoy them much. He
hasn't been swimming since
coming to Kentucky, he said.
When Jourdini is not busy
preparing lectures or teaching, he's doing community service. He gives talks at schools,
churches and assisted-living
homes.

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Mustapha Jourdini is from Morocco. He teaches Arabic. English writing and Islamic culture at Eastern. He is also fluent in French and

Spanish. He loves to travel, especially to places where he can use
his language skills. He goes somewhere whenever he can

His community service is a
way of paying society back for
his good fortune, he said.
As a student, he really
applied himself because he
realized that he was very fortunate, said Jourdini.
He was president of
the International Student
Association, an officer in
the University Diversity
Committee, a senator in
the Student Government
Association and an adviser of
the Foreign Languages Club.
As a lecturer. Jourdini
stresses to students the importance of applying themselves,
especially in learning about

a foreign language will help
people gel into professional
schools, graduate schools and
law enforcement careers."
Jourdini plans to continue
his own education anil gel a
doctorate in either comparative
religions with an emphasis on
Islam or comparative literature,
whichever he can gel into, he
said.
He plans to apply to Duke.
the University of North
Carolina, the University ol
Indiana and Harvard, testimony In his impressive academic
record and his strong desire to
learn as much as he can
Though he plans on leaving

fell 10,000*
(j^ people it's A)
y your friend's-y
birthday*
L«t

• «

Call 622-1489
to make someone's
special day even
more special!

John Doe

$

/

•

different cultures and foreign
languages.
"Nothing is impossible
to learn," he said, "Students
should take advantage ol the
many resources Kastern offers,
such as the writing center, and
make the most ol their lour or
five years here by learning all
they can."
Jourdini realizes that many
people find it hard h> learn a
foreign language, bin emphasizes that it is possible to do
and will benefit students greatly"Any language can be
learned if the studcnl has the
volition." he said. "Knowing

in gel his doctorate, Jourdini
wants to return lo Eastern
because he likes il MI much.
"I am very proud to have
come in and graduated from
Eastern, and I hope to connback." he said.
He probably won't be leaving anytime soon. In- said. He's
been asked to sla) anil leach
another year, and while learn
ing is very important to him,
so is teaching.

"I like lo contribute to smilenis' intellectual growth," he
said.

Reach Kelly at
krlly mikimuyKMeku.K/U

EM SniMB SPORTS
Colonel Baseball
Tuesday, March 29
vs. Wright State 3 PM

Wednesday, March 30
vs. Marshall 3 PM
Turkey Hughes Field

Colonel Tennis

*

MEN
Friday, March 25

+

vs. UT-Martin 12 PM

Saturday, March 26
vs. Tennessee Tech 3 PM

•/-•

Greg Adams Tennis Center

V

WOMEN
Friday, March 25

»

(actual size)

vs. UT-Martin 10 AM

Saturday, March 26
vs. Tennessee Tech 1 PM

Tuesday, March 29
vs. Cumberland 2 PM

*based on circulation size

Mi

Greg Adams Tennis Center
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Blue ending

Marcie McDowell/Progress
Freshman tennis player Meredith Giles returns a shot in Friday's 6-1
victory over Austin Peay. Eastern is a perfect 3-0 in league play.

Lady Colonels
win 3 straight
in league play Eastern gives UK
Junior point guard Matt Witt drives past University ot Kentucky
forward Kelenna Azubuike in Thursday's 72-64 loss to the

••

•

After three consecutive
losses iu Florida over Spring
Break, the Eastern women's
tennis team began Ohio valley
Conference play with three
consecutive wins.
In its opening conference
match against Tennessee
State last Friday. Eastern (9-6)
demolished I si and claimed
the 5-0 victory. The match did
not consist of doubles play and
only live singles matches were
played, which Eastern swept.
Kastern earned its second
straight victory over a conference foe in the Friday afternoon match, defeating Austin
Peay by a score ol 6-1.
The Colonels earned the
doubles point and all but one
of the singles matches. Lucia
Vojtkova was beaten at No. 2,
which prosed to be the only
(. olonel ION-, mi the day.
Sunday marked Eastern's
third straight conference match
anil second straight tvl victory,
trampling Kastern Illinois.
The Colonels once again
won Ihe double-, point and
lost only one singles match.
I In lone singles loss was
by Meredith Giles at No. I
who was defeated by Sandra
Sasidharan 6-4,6-7. (107).
"We are 3-0 in the OVC. but
there are tougher matches to
come." Coach Kob Oertel said.
"Bui we don't wan) to get too
big oi a head because we are
playing the stronger conference
teams in Ihe next few weeks."
Kastern is slated to play IT
Martin Friday and Tennessee
Tech Saturday.
"I emphasize to our girls
to keep their wins and losses
in perspective," Oertel said.
"I don't want them to let their

Wildcats in the first round of the NCAA tournament at the RCA
Dome in Indianapolis. Witt led all scorers with 21 points.

first-round scare

BY BRANDON ROBERTS

..

Photos by Marcie McDowell/Progress

«

We are 3-0 in
the OVC,
but there are
tougher matches
to come. But we
don't want to
get too big of a
head...
-Rob Oertel
Men's Tennis Coach

JJ
lows gel too low or their high
get too high. I want them to
keep an even keel and be good
tennis players. They have done
pretty well with that"
Coming back to earn three
straight wins after their three
losses have made the Lady
Colonels realize how important
those lough opponents were
over Spring Break,Oertel said.
As a team, the Colonels are
playing good tennis. Only one
l olonel has a losing individual record this spring and two
players. Hannah Bartsch and
I.indsey Herrera have overall
reconK oi 1 It.
Alter Saturday's upcoming match against Tennessee
lech, Eastern will play its final
two non-conference matches
against Cumberland College
and then at the University of
Louisville before continuing
ovc play at Murray state on
April 2.

Reach lirandun at
brandim nibertsneku.edu

BY.TQDD PURVIS

Sports editor
"We're gonna keep it close,
1 guarantee it." senior forward
Michael Haney said before
the tip-off of last Thursday's
first round match-up between

Eastern and The University of
Kentucky in the first round of
the NCAA tournament.
Although the No. 15 seeded
Colonels were Ihe clear underdog in the contest with the No.
2 seeded Wildcats. Haney's
pre-game promise proved to
be true, as Eastern fell 72-64
in a game that could have been
one of the biggest upsets in

tournament history.
"I was very impressed,
Travis had their team ready to
play." UK Coach Tubby Smith
said. "Coach Ford and his staff
did an outstanding job prepar
ing them."
The loss marked the third
time in Coach Travis Lord's
coaching career that he has
lost to his alma mater.
"Iltis is one ol those games
where we didn't want to play
each other in the first round;
it's tough when you're playing
against friends, Smith said.
"They're deserving of all of the
accolades and all of the honors
and awards that they received
in the post season."
Despite trailing the Wildcats
by as many as 15 points midway through the first half, the
Colonels mounted a comeback
and cut the lead to 40-32 at the
break.
Although Eastern rallied
late in the first half. Kentucky
came out in the second stanza
and made a run, extending the
Wildcat lead back to 15.

With 16 minutes left in
the half. UK's junior forward
Kelenna Azubilike drove baseline and picked up a one-handed slam that sparked 11-0 run
by the Wildcats.
UK reserve Ravi Moss followed with a three from the
corner before freshman point
guard Rajon Rondo picked up a
steal and took it coast-to-coast
lor a one-handed jam. forcing
Eastern to take a time-out with
15:12 left-to play.
After the UK run. the
Colonels proved they wouldn't
go away as they responded
with an 1K-9 run over the next
seven minutes. The run was
sparked by a pair of buckets
by Haney. before senior guard
Hen Rushing nailed twostraight treys, forcing IK to
take a time-out, as the Colonels
narrowed the Wildcat lead
to 60-54. with 6:23 left in the
game.
"We made some big shots
to bring us back after their big
run in the second half, so I'm
very, very proud of the effort
that these players showed, but
also you have to give Kentucky
credit, because they're a great
basketball team," Ford said.
Rondo followed with a
pair of free throws and then a
layup, extending Kentucky's
lead to 64-56.
After a three-pointer by
Witt, the Colonel defense
forced a Wildcat turnover leading to a Kentucky timeout.
With 3:49 left in the game,
Eastern trailed by only five
points.
"I was very impressed with
the toughness of Eastern, that
was the biggest challenge for
us. overcoming their tough-

Senior forward Michael Haney keeps his teammates focused in
Thursday's near upset in the first round of the NCAA tournament

ness." Smith said.

Patrick Sparks scoreless in the

The Wildcats outscored
Eastern 8-5 in the last :ui of
the contest, giving Kentucky
a 72-64 victory over the
Colonels.
"We k n e w K astern
Kentucky was going to come
out with everything they
had; they're 20 minutes away,
they're a local school—we're
familiar with their players and
they're familiar with ours." UK
forward Chuck Hayes said. "In
a game like this you can really

contest.
"Jason Mcl-eish, I would
put his defense up against anybody in the county, he's one
of the best defenders I've ever
coached." Ford said. "Usually
when you tell him to guard
somebody, that player is going
to struggle."
Azubuike and Hayes led
UK with 16 points each in the
garni'.
Eastern out-rebounded
Kentucky by four boards in the
game, 35-31,
"Rebounding is something
that we've actually been pretty
successful with this season."
Ford said.
Haney said his last college
game is something that he'll
never forget.
"It's a dream story almost;
it's what you look forward to
and dream of as a kid. to almost
pull off an upsel," Haney said.
"We were right there, its unfortunate it didn't go our way, but
we gave it all we had."

throw the seedings out the
window, because it's tournament time."
Witt led all scorers with
21 points and recorded seven
rebounds in the game. Witt
knocked down three trifectas
in the game.
Haney and junior center
Alonzo Hird led the Colonels
in the post. Haney finished
the game with 12 points and
eight rebounds, while Hird finished with a double-double of
11 points and a game-high 14
boards.
Junior defensive specialist
Jason Mcli-ish held UK guard

Reach Todd at
todd purvis I vieku. edu

Baseball team sweeps N. Illinois in home-stand
BY TODD PURVIS

Sports editor
Despite getting off to a
slow start, the Colonel offense
picked up right where it left off
lasl season.
So far this season. Eastern
has relied on pitching and
defense lor success, but in their
lasi three games they've looked
like last year's squad, out-scoring ils opponents day in and
day out.
In their lasl three games, the
Colonels out scored Northern
Illinois 53-23, with a 7-6 victory
in Sunday's game.
While being carried by the
senior leadership ol center field
er Derrick Bussed and third
baseman Bryan Stevenson,
who turned in three-hit performances on Sunday, ii was
a freshman pinch-hitter that
delivered for the Colonels in

the bottom ol the Id"1 inning.
Stevenson led off the bottom of the lo'h with a single
through Ihe righl side to start
the Colonel rally.
Attempting to advance
Stevenson to second, designated hitter Chris O'Dell bunted
the ball back to the pitcher
and reached first on a fielders choice, as Stevenson was
thrown mil at second.
Shortstop Adam Visnic kept
the rally alive with another sin
gle through the righl side, putling runners on first and second for the Colonels.
After a Colonel strikeout,
Dominguez called on freshman Aaron Landis to pick up
the clutch two-out hit. After
a passed ball by Northern
Illinois. O'Dell advanced to
third and Visnic moved to second base.
Landis slapped the full-count

pilch up the middle to score
not only the tying run, bui the
winning run as well. The win
pushed Eastern's record to 5-8
on the season and kept its fourgame win streak alive.
The Huskies recorded only
four hits on the evening, but
look advantage of four errors
by the lOlonels. along with
a solid pitching performance
by pitcher Adam Holdenrid.
Holdenrid recorded six strikeouts, and three runs in 7.1
innings of work for Northern
Illinois.
The Huskies took an early
5-1 lead over the Colonels in
the sixth, before junior pitcher Greg Harper came in and
pitched three innings of shut
Out baseball, selling Ihe stage
for an Kastern comeback.
The Colonels finally got
their bats going in the bottom
of Ihe sixth inning, plating ils

second run of the game off a
RBI single up the middle by
Slevenson.
Stevenson picked up another RBI single in the eighth,
culling the Husky lead to 5-3.
Visnic added an RBI single in
the eighth inning, bringing the
Northern Illinois lead to one
at 5-4.
The Huskies looked to wrap
up the game with a victory in
the bottom of the ninth, after
retiring the first two baiters
in the frame. Bussell came
through with a two-out single
and then stole second base.
pulling the tying run in scoring
position.
Bolger followed Bussell
with a single of his own. which
brought Bussell across the
plate and sent the garni- into
extra innings.
The Huskies look the lead
in the top of Ihe Kill), putting

the Colonels in a must-score
situation in the bottom of the
inning.
In the bottom of the 10th.
Landis's two-RBI single lifted
Eastern past Northern Illinois.
7-6.
Sunday's victory wrapped
up the last of a three-game
series with Ihe Huskies, as die
Colonels picked up Ihe weekend sweep.
In Saturday's contest.
Eastern downed Northern
Illinois 19-11. after destroying
the Huskies on Friday, 27-6.
In Friday's game. Bolger led
the Colonels, going five-for-six
from the plate, driving in five
RBI's.
Kastern was scheduled to
play host to the University of
Louisville lasl Tuesday and
the University of Kentucky on
Wednesday, but due to inclement weather, the games were

canceled and re-scheduled for
a later date.
Kastern opens conference
play this weekend on the road
al 1 p.m. on Friday to take on
Tennessee Tech in a doubleheader in Cookeville, Tenn.
The Colonels wrap up the
series with Tech at 1 p.m. on
Saturday.
Eastern leads the league
in baiting average al :!41 this
season, including the league's
top three hitlers, Bolger (.513),
Stevenson (.412) and O'Dell
(.400)
The baseball squad returns
home al ,'i p.m. this Tuesday
to play host to Wright State
Following the contest against
Wright Slate. Eastern plays
iiost to the University of
Marshall on Saturday.

Reach Todd at
todd purvis I VSeku. edu
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SCORCHED
Marcie McDowell/Progress
Junior tennis player Tom Wospil returns a shot in Friday's match
against Austin Peay. Eastern is 3-0 in league play so tar this season.

Colonel netters
start conference
undefeated, 3-0
BY COURTNEY DANIEI

Sports writer
Men's tennis defeated
Eastern Illinois 5-2 last Sunday.
winning their third straight
conference match.
"We got a fantastic start in
the conference season." Coach
Rob Oertel said.
In singles play. Eastern's
Tom Wospil was defeated by
Chuck Levaque <>:! and 7-5 at
the No. 1 s|K)t.
At the No. 2 spot. Lars
Gratzki defeated Eastern
Illinois' Chris Thomas in a 1-0
injury fault.
"We cannot afford to have a
bin head with this start because
the three teams we have played
are more than likely some of
the lower ones." Ocrtel said.
The winning continued for.
the Colonels through the rest
of the singles and the doubles matches as Levaque and
Thomas gained the only win for
Eastern Illinois over Eastern's
W(kspil and Chase Armstrong
in the number one spot"The maturity level has
improved greatly and I think
that is one of the reasons we
started 3-0 in the conference
season." Ocrtel said.
Wospil and Gratzki won
both of their singles matches in
Eastern's game against Austin

Peay last Friday winning 5-2.
The number one pairing of Eastern's Wospil and
Armstrong won their first
doubles match and the rest followed in suit.
Leading the way for Eastern
in conference play has been
Concalves and Gratzki.
"Fred Goncah/es has shown
to be a much better outdoor
player than indoor, and I
think that's a big reason the
men started off so well," said
< Intel.
(iratzki has the best single
record for the Colonels with an
H-8 record on the season.
Gratzki was named OVC
Men's I'layer of the Week for
his play last week.
"He's playing very well
and he picked up a huge win
against Austin Peay Friday."
Oertel said.
The Colonels were in action
Tuesday night against the
University of Kentucky, where
they were swept, 6-0.
Kaslern continues conference play at 11:30 a.m. Friday
against Tennessee-Martin at
home.
"We will find out what we
are made over the next three
weeks," said Oertel.
Reach Courtney at
Courtney daniei 110eku.edu

Photo submitted
5 seeded Arizona State. The Lady Colonels tell to the Lady Sun
Devils by a score of 87-65 in Fresno. Calif

Freshman guard Tamara Arnold dribbles the ball up the court in
Friday's first round game ot the NCAA Tournament against No.

Sun Devils smoke Colonels, 87-65
Assistant sports editor
Eastern's Lady Colonel
basketball team saw its storybook season come to an end
in the first round of the NCAA
Tournament.
The No. 5 Arizona State Sun
Devils, now in the Sweet In,
handed the No. 12 Colonels a
87-(i.r> loss in the first round.
"Arizona Stale has good si/i
and good depth." Coach I^irry
Joe lnman said. "We had a bad
start to be honest; we didn't
get out of the gates early like
we should have. We are better
than we played out there."
Arizona Slate (2&9) used an
early lil-10 run as the foundation for pulling Eastern (2:i-H)
away early.
Miranda Fckerle, playing
in her final game as a Colonel,
led all scorers with 22 points
and had 15 in the first half.

Eastern headed to the locker
room at the half down 48-31.
Freshman Ashlee Cazee
sparked an Eastern run early
in the second half.
The 10-2 Colonel run cut
ASU's lead to 12 with just
under 11 minutes to play.
Cazee scored 17 of her total
21 in the second while going 3for-:! from three-point range.
Eastern played most of the
game without one of its leaders. Senior I'am (lam-It's four
first-half fouls and eventual
foul out had her contributing
only seven minutes of play in
the game.
Turnovers proved to In- keyin the Colonels' loss. Eastern
had 21 in the contest, and after
cutting the deficit to nine at the
five-minute mark of the sec
ond. three straight turnovers
that the Sun Devils capitalized
on put the sequential nail in
the coffin, lnman said.

A hint of intimidation going
in plagued the Colonels in linearly going because of the
physicality of the Sun Devils
style of play. •
"It was very physical."
lnman said. "I think we were
a little bit intimidated but
we made an adjustment and
thought we did a good job
after that."
Although the final chapter
of Eastern's season has been
written, lnman will not soon
forget this storied season.
After playing on what is arguably the biggest stage'in college sports, this team and this
season has left an impression
on lnman.
"This is a tremendous
accomplishment for such a
great group of young ladies,"
lnman said. "It represents
the university in every positive way possible this year and
I just can't say enough good

strong comeback.

■

Sports editor
Coming into this year's season, Coach .lane Worlhington
wasn't sure who was going to
fill the role as the team leader.
With just over a month into
the season. Worthington sec-- a
leader ill the making
Sophomore first baseman
Adriel I-oxIcy continues to
shine for the Colonels this season, as she assumed the leadership role in Tuesday's game
against Morehcad State.
"I've seen glimpses of her
emerging as a leader all year,
but yesterday was more so anything I've seen this season,"
Worlhington said. "Hopefully
she'll take what she's done so
far this season and run with it."
After falling behind the
Eagles by three runs in sixth
inning, the Colonels mounted a

.25

The Colonels managed to
finally get on the board in the
bottom of the inning and put
another runner on base, which
sel the table for Foxlcy.
The Auburn. Wash, native
delivered again. Foxlcy quickly
tied the score at three with oneswing, as she belted a two-run
homer over the right field wall,
giving her four long balls in her
last five games.
"Tile biggest thing that we
got from yesterday's game is
that we had a player emerge as
a leader and kinda get alter our
team, telling them that we could
do it," Coach Jane Worthington
said. "Alter that she backed it
up with a honieriin that landed
in the street."
Jennifer Norris followed
Foxley's homer with a one-out
single to the left side.
Amy Mayrhofer kept the

rally alive with a single to the
left-center gap that brought
Norris across the plate for the
game-winner.
Foxley led the Colonels
from the plate, going two-forIwo. with two KHl's and one run
scored.
Although the Colonels
picked up the conic-froni-bchind
victory, it was Morehcad State
that led lor most of the game.
The Eagles broke into tinscoring column first in tin- game
off an KMI single by Becky King
in the lourth inning.
Morehcad Slate plated two
more runs in the fifth inning off
a hit. which led to an error by
center fielder Alex Merrell.
Eastern couldn't manage to
get on the scoreboard in the
bottom of the filth, but held the
Fagles scon-less in the top of
the sixth.
'Die Colonels got their bats
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going in the sixth and picked
up the victory.
"It's great to gel the will,
but it's disappointing to be in a
three-run deficit in the sixth to
begin with." Worthington said.
Also leading the way for the
Colonels is senior outfielder
Alysha Jones.
"Join-- is showing improve
mem iii her demeanor on
the field and her attitude,"
Worthington said. "She comes
with a little bit of a cockiness
that I didn't see early."
Eastern lakes on Austin 1 'ca\
this weekend for its first conference road swing of the year.
"We have all the pieces on
offense, we just have lo dig a
little bit deeper and be consistent," Worthington said.
Reach Todd at
toddjHirrisli" eku. edu

Reach Hrandon at

hrandon roberts@eku <du

Golf team finishes 8th
in El Diablo tourney

Late comeback downs Eagles, 4-3
BY TQDD PURVIS

things aboul them and tinyear. ITiis is the best season I
have ever been a part of as a
coach."
Although lnman and his
squad must say goodbye to
three of its top-notch players
in Fckerle, (iarrett and Candis
Cook, he is very optimistic
about the immediate and longterm future ol his program.
"We can't replace three
starters, especially seasonedveterans like our three in one
year." lnman said. "Hut tingood tiling is we got a lot of
experience with our freshman.
thai should be a good carry
over next year."
lnman looks to gel his
extremely young team prepared early next season by
playing a lough schedule early
on.

BY COUT

Sports writer
The Eastern's men's golf
team tied lor eighth place in the
Kl Diablo Intercollegiate last
Sunday in tin- >l-hole tourney.
Eastern finished 21 strokes
behind Oklahoma City, who
won the tournament.
"We are showing some signs
of playing some good golf."
Coach Pat Stephens said.
Two red-shirt freshmen. Justin Moon- and Nick
McDanii-1. led Eastern in individual play. Moore finished in a
fourth place tie with a score ol
222 anil McDaniel finished in a
12th place lie with a total of 226.
"Moore and McDaniel have
had a couple of good tournaments," Stephens said.
Seniors Tyler Cain and

Hrandon Berry finished lower.
Cain finished in a tit- for 47th
place, while Berry finished
r>.r>!h. Clay Ballard finished 57th,
while Josh McCracken rounded out the scorers lied for tillth
place.
"Tin- weather was preltj
and there wasn't any wind. Tincourse at Diablo is just a difficult course." Stephens said.
The Colonels compete
next Sunday in tin- Drake
Intercollegiate in California.
"We are taking our seniors
and two freshmen. Nick
McDaniel and Justin Moore."
Stephens said.
Eastern returns home April
1 for its annual EKU Spring
Intercollegiate.
Reach Courtney at
Courtney danul 11". ku. edu
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What the
Held?!
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Brittney Haynes, editor

ing on the team

With
Cindy Held

Congrats on game
against Kentucky
This week I thought I'd use my
space in the pajHT lor something i>ositive and give a little praise to those I
think deserve it. After all. everyojie
needs a pat on the back every now
and then.
My lust What the Held?: atta boy
goes to the men's basketball team.
I know it's been a week and you've
probably already heard it. but you
k'tiys did an awesome job against the
University ol Kentucky in the NCAA
tournament
I watched the game in Alumni
Coliseum, and it was crazy with excitement. I almost had to look away I was
so nervous toward the end when we
\\f]c onl> five points down.
I don't usually net into ball games.
but I was literally on my feel screaming with the mass ol other fans cheer-

Everybody thought Eastern would
be a push-over team and an easy win
for IK. especially those announcers
I wanted to smack. Hut no. you gave
em hell and made those Cats sweat a
little. Go Colonels.
My second kudos goes to the university for building the Fitness and
Wellness Center Yes. I know it's been
open lor a whole semester, and I'm
a little late with my thanks, but I just
recently went for the first time
That tells you how long it's been
since the last time I worked out.
I was impressed by how nice it is.
even though all my friends have been
telling me. I'm the type who get! a
stitch in my side after five minutes
of walking, and the TVs helped keep
my mind off the discomfort of getting
healthy.
All the different weight machines
kept me interested, too. Once I
learned how to operate them with
the leas) amount of weight possible, I
actually had fun.
Plus, it just looks so modern and
new. which is a nice difference from
the buildings made in the '60s where I
have most of my classes.
Maybe I'll go back to complaining
again next week, but until then, good
job.

Marcie McDowell/Progress

Quick, quick, slow ...
Katern Krebs (left) and Adrianne Sheppard did a salsa line dance at the Ballroom Dance on Saturday. Dancers
were taught the salsa by Marianne McAdam, director of EKU Dance Theatre, before the dance started.

Reach Cindy at
cynthia held&eku. edu

Ring sequel disappointment at theaters
BY BBJTTNEY HAYNES

claims her first victim in Astoria, and
the terror begins once again for the
Kellers.
Audiences at "Hie King Two" may
Kachel takes the videotape from
have covered their eyes, but it wasn't the home of Samara's first victim in
because the movie was scary — it was the sequel. She drives out to a secludjust thai bad.
ed area and burns the tape.
"The Ring Two" begins with the
The night she burns the tape
return of the infamous videotape.
Samara returns to the
In "The King." Rachel Keller
Keller home not to kill
(Naomi Walts) and her son, Aidan
anyone, but to take
(David Dorlman). watched
,over Aidan's body.
a cursed videotape that,
Aidan quickly
as urban legend has it. will
^L
develops hypothermia
cause you to die seven days
because Samara, whose
The Studio spirit still lives in the well,
after watching it.
Reviews is inside of him.
Rachel thought
she had killed Samara
When Rachel tries to
Morgan (Daveigh Chase
warm Aidan by putting him
and Kelly Stables), an evi
in a the bathtub, she gets her first
spirit whose adoptive mother
experience with Samara's spirit inside
tried to suffocate her and throw her her son.
down a well, in the original film.
Aidan is taken to the hospital where
In the sequel. Kachel and Aidan doctors believe Kachel has been abusmove to Astoria. Ore., to escape the ing him because of bruises on his
haunting memory of Samara and to body.
gel a fresh start.
After the doctors order her to leave
Within the first five minutes Samara the hospital. Kachel goes on the hunt
Studio editor

y£

X8

Photo submitted
The evil spirit of Samara Morgan (Kelly Stables) chases Rachel out of the well.
"The Ring Two" topped the box office this past weekend earning $36 million.

to figure out how to stop Samara.
again.
Aidan is able to help Kachel by
coming to her in her sleep. It is the
only place Samara cannot hear them
speak to one another.
Rachel eventually finds Samara's
birth mother. Kvelyn (Sissy Spacek).

in a mental hospital.
Rachel speaks to her to find out
about Samara's past and why she was
put up for adoption.
To save her son, Rachel must make
tin- gut-wrenching decision to use the
information Kvelyn gives her
Even though Samara is jusl as

scary in the sequel, the plot becomes
predictable about halfway through.
The movie does explain more about
the videotape and why certain things
are shown in it, but overall it is jusl not
as terrifying as The King."
After watching the first movie, you
feel like you might die in seven days
because you have seen what is on the
videotape.
"The Ring Two" lacks the sense
of reality that usually sends chills up
viewers' spines making them think it
could happen.
The movie is full of horror-film cliches like Rachel constantly screaming
and crying in fear.
Unless you just can't wait to watch
The Ring Two." you would be better
off saving your money and waiting for
it to come out on DVD.
I give The Ring Two" two out of
five palettes.

Reach Hrittney at
brittney haynes 1weku. edu
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Now accepting resumes for
Sand Volley-ball Coordinator at (ialaxy Bowling
and Entertainment center.
Please fax resume to Brian
" 626-5442 or email to
championsbarandgrill "■'
hotmail.com
Reliable individual wanted
for light weekly housekeeping. Call Jennifer ?62,'54131.
Berea Drug pharmacy is
taking applications for parttime and full-time employees. Apply in person at:
101! Richmond Road in

Berea. 9864521.
Not Paid What You're Worth?
Summer Work:
Earn, I.earn, Grow More
$6<)0/week Average

sbrown@southwestern.com
765-761 )-t)7X2 or 859-S58-2962
Marketing research firm
seeks students, contract
basis/part-lime field work.
Duties include: In-person
surveys, phone surveys. $10

per hour.
859-543-8731 ext. 205.
Ballroom dance instructors needed. No experience
necessary. Training class
begins April 1st. Call 859266-3966 to schedule an
interview.

V
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~~"\
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Creating solutions, changing lives.

SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Looking for the best
summer of your life?
Easter Seals Virginia can
help you find if. We are
committed to helping
people with disabilities
gain greater independence. Join our dedicated
team this summer at Camp
Paster Seals Virginia
in Craig County.
We have job openings
for camp counselors and
program leaders (aquatics,
horseback riding, music.
nature, sports and more).
Room, board and salary
provided. Por information,
contact Deborah Duerk at

dduerk 'iva.easterseals.com
or at (540)864-5750. Visit
our website to learn how
you can make a difference.
www.va.easterseals.com

C~
HELP
~A
V WANTED
J
Poothills Community
Action Partnership is
currently seeking public
relations/communications/marketing interns.
These positions will help
plan and market the Kentucky Duck Derby, a fundraising event tobenelit
Foothills and Big Brothers/Big Sisters. These positions will be responsible
for marketing the event to
all media outlets including
help obtaining a radio and
TV sponsor, volunteer recruitment and instruction,
event organization and
solicitation of corporate
sponsorship. Corporate
sponsorship ranges from
the donation of prizes to
monetary gifts. These
are non-paid practicum
positions offered through
Foothills Community Action Partnerhsip. ITiere
is currently room for two
interns. Contact:
Karen Bailey at 624-2046.

- Classified Advertising

FOR RENT
Lancaster Ave. Apartments.
1 Block from KKl. Student
Leases available. Spacious 2
Bedroom Townhouses. Up
to 2 1/2 baths, W/Dhookup and covered decks. All
Utilities Paid. 625-5757.
I Bedroom Townhouse. All
appliances. Includes washer
and dryer.
Call 85*626-1312.

c

PERSONAL

J

LexingtonMojo.com
The digital handprint on the
Bum of the city.
LexingtonMojo.com
USE THE
CLASSIFIEDS!
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AD COPY (please PRINT clearly):

* Help Wanted
• Apartments & Realty
' Automobiles & Hikes
• Gamut & Yard Sales
* Services Available
* Wanted to buy
* I'ets
J-, v.
• * Things to sell
*Announcements

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free (yes, free)
fundraising solutions EQUALS $1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group Call TODAY for a $450 bonus
when you schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser,
(888) 923-3238. or visit www.campusfundraiser.com

" Classified Ads must be prepaid. Cash, checks. Visa & Mastercard
accepted. Deadline for submittal is 12:00 PM on Mondays.
THE EASTERN PROGRESS
117 Donovan Annex Richmond, KY 40475
Phone: B59.622.I88I lax: 859 622 2354 E-mail: proareM« eku.edu

'The Eastern Progress is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

